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• Limited resources

• Speeches

Crews strug e to clean campus

Candidates
campaign
for ROC
presidency

By Kristen Dobler
and Yolanda Sly
Maine Campus staff
While complaintsabout icy walkways were addressed by Facilities
Management employees, they said
there was nothing more to do than
what is already being done.
"We havetolook atthe pedestrian
part of facilities," said Anita Wihry,
executive directorofInstitutional and
Facilities Planning."We need to cover the campus faster and make new
investments(in equipment)."
Wihry said she rode in a plow
with one ofthe drivers afew days ago
and found they were doing a goodjob
with what resources they have.
"We've had first snow and then
freezing rain every storm this winter,
and we've had to usetwicethe amount
ofsand,and we've had less ability to
keep the sidewalks bare," Assistant
Director of Facilities Management
Jim Treadwell said.

Treadwell said this winter's
storms have been quite differentfrom
those in the past. He said the drastic
changes in the weather have caused
many problems in maintaining the
streets and sidewalkson campus.Salt
begins to melt at 20 degrees and the
temperature risesand causesthesnow
and ice to melt, he said. When the
water freezes again the salt freezes in
with itand a new layer ofsalt hasto be
laid onto the ice.
Another problem is the traffic on
the pathways during the day.
"We can't remove(the snow and
ice)with the trafficofstudents,"Treadwell said.
The grounds crew works from 7
a.m. to midnight and is on call seven
days a week.
Cliff Miller, grounds supervisor,
saidheirceivedtlutecomplaintsThursday morning about falls on campus.
Miller said there are 12 people on
the grounds crew who maintain 200
miles of sidewalks and 20 miles of

Scaling Acadia

roads on campus. He said that each
year it takesan average of3,000 yards
of sand and 200 tons of salt mixed
with it.
With the small number of people
on the grounds crew,Treadwell said
Facilities Management has to take
care of the sidewalks and roads in a
prioritized way.
Each worker is designated a route
to take care of. Areas are prioritized
from roads, then sidewalks and then
parking lots. Janitors take care of
steps to buildings, but not sidewalks.
See PLOW on page 8

• Security

Vandals
deface
painting
By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff

A 7-inch by 12-inch hole was
found in the painting of former University of Maine President Arthur
Hauck Wednesday morning in the
Hauck Auditorium lobby. The oil
and canvas work was painted by
Willard Cummings and has been
hanging in the same spot for more
than 20 years.
"It's one of the worst nightmares
in this business," Wally Mason, directorofthe UMaine Museum ofArt,
said."It makes me want to vomit, to
be honest."
Public Safety is investigating the
case and is following leads, according to Joe Carr, news coordinator at
Public Affairs. Carr said the vandalism could have occurred between
6:45 p.m. on Tuesday and 7:35 a.m.
on Wednesday.He said an event had
been held in Hauck Auditorium Tuesday night. The union is locked at
midnight Monday through Saturday.
Painted in the 1960s, the painting
was a gift from the class of 1938.
Hauck was president ofUMainefrom
1934 to 1958. The value of the painting hasn't been assessed recently,and
Mason said the insurance the university had on it was under-valued.
The painting could be restored if
the piece is returned,but it would take
months and a significant amount of
money, Mason said, adding that repairing it without the missing piece
would be a more arduous task.
Mason said he didn't think he
would putanotherpainting in theHauck
Auditorium lobby in the future unless
it's in a travel frame and coveted with
plastic glass. Since last fall, Mason
said the university has moved a number of paintings from around campus
into several of the university's museJodi Sokolowski learns to ice climb in Acadia, Feb. 1,on Maine
Photo.)
Fenichel
See HAUCK on page 8
Bound's beginner ice climbing trip. (Eli

By Yolanda Sly
Maine Campus staff
Candidates for Residents On
Campus president and vice president gave their platform speeches at
Wednesday night's ROC meeting.
Presidential candidate and current vice president of ROC C. Ryan
Eslinger said he was committed to
getting the job done.
"I worked to get the union expansion proposal — whether you agree or
disagree with it. I'm committed to
seeing thingsthrough,"Eslingersaid.
Eslinger said he helped get 2,000
assault whistles on campus, which
will be distributed Monday.
"I can't tell you I'll be the best
president ROC will ever have, but I
will try," Eslinger said."My goal is
to watch outfor the safety and happiness of students on campus."
Eslinger said one ofthe issues he
would work on would be lighting on
campus. Eslinger is currently a Student Government senator and will
continue with his position if elected
president of ROC.
Eslinger's opponent is ROC representative Shana Walsh.
Walsh is a senior who has lived
Candidates for the ROC presidency are(from top to bottom) on campus for four years, three of
Shana Walsh, C. Ryan Eslinger which she spent as a ROC represenand VP candidate Keith HeselSee ROC on page 7
ton. (Dave Gagne Photos.)

• Write-in candidate

Student rims for VP slot
eral Student Senate last
semester, said she running for the students
Sydney Mackey
and to bring her "proannounced her candigressive perspective to
dacy for the office of
the senate and the stuvice president of Student body."
dent Government
Mackey's indepenWednesday afternoon,
dent candidacy leaves
making her the second
her open to be paired
student to seek a posiwith presidential canMackey.
tion as a write-in in this Sydney
didates Chris Barstow
(Dave Gagne Photo.)
year's election.
See MACKEY on page 4
Mackey, who joined the GenBy Heath McKay
Maine Campus staff
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Emerging market

• Standoff

Mediators meet captors; talks open Bright economic future in the making
LIMA,Peru(AP)— In a first step toward negotiations to end Peru's hostage crisis,
mediators met today with leftist rebels holding 72 captives at the Japanese ambassador's
residence.
Efforts to free the hostages "have advanced positively," Roman Catholic Archbishop Juan
Luis Cipriani told reporters after the three-hour session inside the walled compound.
"I hope that with the prayers ofeveryone, we are headed toward finding the light ofa peaceful
solution," Cipriani said.
Scores of National Police officers with automatic weapons stood guard this morning as
Cipriani,a Red Cross representative and the Canadian ambassador entered the compound for the
meeting to set an agenda for talks with the government.
Cipriani provided nodetails aboutthe session and did notsay whetheraformal meeting between
government representatives and the rebels had been set.
"We have had conversations in a peaceful environment,in which we found that the situation
for all ofthe hostages is favorable," the prelate said. While the captives appear to be fme,they are
"evidently tired" of being held, he added.
Thursday's meeting was considered an important step toward launching formal talks between
rebel and governmentleaders since masked guerrillas seized the Japanese ambassador's residence.

1

TEL AVIV,Israel(AP)— After three lean years, the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange
is
a comeback, fueled in part by the government's moves to invigorate the
peace process and improve the economy.
The Mishtanim Index rose more than 20 percent in January,and since its low point last
summer,it has risen almost two-thirds to a near-record 258 points. Daily turnovers, which
fell to a somnolent $10 million, are back up to $70 million to $80 million.
And while there are no records of the origin of the money, up to one-sixth of the
investments are believed to be foreign.
"There's more confidence in general about Israel," said Rob Goldman, an analyst at
Josephthal,Lyon and Ross in Washington,D.C."We're seeing a change in sentiment over
Israeli companies."
Goldman and analysts interviewed in Israel agree that the turnaround is a result ofrecent
months' government action, including an agreement with the Palestinians on an Israeli
troop pullback from the West Bank and a budget cut in December.
Eli Nahum,head oftrading at Israel's Zannex Securities,also said that "the bear market
was naturally over" in recent months because stocks became too undervalued and
turnovers too low.

2

• Not happy

Chinese officials see no
injustices committed
BEIJING(AP)— The United States is plagued
by racial discrimination, violence, AIDS, homelessness, and other ills that make it unqualified to
judge human rights abroad, China said Thursday.
China defended its human rights record and lambasted U.S. conditions in a lengthy article distributed by the
state-run Xinhua News Agency. It is the most vehement
response yet to a State Department report last week
condemning Beijing's repression of public dissent.
The United States "is not a government of the world,
nor does it have the status or right to spread irresponsible comments and accusations against others," Xinhua
quoted Liu Wengzong,a professor at Beijing's Foreign
Affairs Institute of China, as saying.
The exchange of barbs over each country's respective human rights record has become an annual ritual
that continues despite a recent improvement in SinoU.S. ties.
U.S. officials have indicated they will continue to
push for improved treatment of Chinese dissidents,
most of whom are in labor camps or exile, despite
China's rejection of such pressure as interference in
internal affairs.

3

• On hold

Operations cease for

now,fire blamed
4

Weather
The Local Forecast

TOKYO(AP)— Toyota Motor Corp.is likely to
lose at least $323 million in operating profits this
fiscal year because ofa fire last week that shut down
a key parts supplier, a study released Thursday said.
The weakness ofthe yen against the dollar will soften the Today's Weather
blow to Toyota, which is Japan's largest automaker with
Variable clouds with a
about 40 percent of the domestic market, said the report by few morning flurries...Then
Nikko Research Center, the research arm of Nikko Securi- mostly sunny. Highs in the
ties Co.
mid 20s to lower 30s.
With the dollar at a four-year high against the yen,
Toyota earns more yen when it sells cars in the United Saturday's Outlook
States.
Mostly sunny. Highs in
A report Thursday in The Wall Street Journal said the
the
upper teens to mid 20s.
parts shortage would reduce exports ofsome Toyota models
to the United States.
The fire on Saturday shut down a plant belonging to
Aisin Seiki Co. in Kariya, 190 miles southwest of Tokyo,
that makes nearly all the brakes and clutch parts used in
Extended Forecast
Toyota cars.
all
its
nearly
The lack of parts caused Toyota to close
Sunday... Fair. Mondomestic assembly lines this week.Toyota keeps a minimal day... Chance of flurries
parts inventory in order to maximize efficiency.
north and mountains...And
Toyota has said operations at Toyota's overseas plants, fair south. Tuesday...Fair.
including the United States, would not be affected by the
domestic shutdown.
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• Global Links

International students network through culture program
By Krista Marrs
Maine Campus staff
The Global Links program allows international students at the University of Maine to
share their cultures with other students on
campus and from area schools while laying a
foundation for international connection and
togetherness.
"This program is a high priority to the
students, as they enjoy sharing their culture
with others," Global Links Director Nancy
Anchors said."The students are outgoing and
are willing to take risks."
The Global Links Program,which is sponsored by the Office of International Affairs,
has been around for almost four years. The 30
students involved in the program volunteer
their time to visit area schools and organizations to give presentations on their native
countries.
On Monday, three international students
from UMaine went to the Helen Hunt School
in Old Town and gave a presentation to fourthand fifth-graders of their home lands.
Sami Al-Obard,a student from Saudi Arabia,talked about many topics, including food,
schooling, family relations and his country's
language.
"Kids can learn a lot from seeing someone
who is from a particular country," Al-Obard
said."It's easier for them to learn and remember."
Carina Bauer of Mexico and Nathalie Valencia of Costa Rica discussed many of the
sametopicsin their presentation.Bauershowed
the Mexican flag, a map of the country and
pictures of Aztec and Mayan ruins. Valencia
showed clothing and currency, as well as the

Costa Rican flag and national flower.
Librarian for the Helen Hunt School and
coordinator for the visit Sharen Wilson said
she feels programs like Global Links are a
good way for younger students to get a feel for
other cultures.
"Thechildren adopted acountry and learned
it," Wilson said.
about
all
Wilson said even though this is only an
introduction, "we need to start somewhere
with international awareness."
Younger students are not the only ones
who learn from Global Links. The program
allows international students to learn among
themselves as well.
"This program is great for sharing values,
and it makes for good understandings of cultures," International Student President Wilner
Luders said.
Luders said schoolchildren should not be
the only target audience for the program because everyone can learn from one another.
"It's good to encourage international
awareness in young students because the
more we understand various cultures, the
easier it will be to solve cultural conflicts,"
Luders said.
Jenna Hyde, a new member to Global
Links from Belize, also said she feels the
program is beneficial to those involved.
"With this program, you realize things
about your country that you may have taken
for granted," Hyde said. "You look at your
culture from a different perspective."
Hyde, who is interested in teaching when
she returns to Belize,enjoys teaching younger
students about her country.
"I love kids,and by going to present at the
schools, I can get teaching skills and experi-

ment with it," she said. Hyde added that the
presentations allow her to learn about American culture."The kids learn from me as I learn
from them."
The Global Links program has several
upcoming eventsfor students.The next Brown
Bag Lunch Series will be Feb. 26 in the

Tolman Lounge from 12:10 p.m.to 1:30 p.m.
It will feature Sammy Samaroo presenting his
native country of Guyana.
Global Links also offers a coffee social on
Friday afternoons from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the
Peabody Lounge. The social is an informal
coffee chat,and all studentsare invited to attend.

Sparse attendance

University officials discuss plans for the union expansion during Thursday's
town meeting at the union's Bangor Lounge. Approximately six people
outside the union proposal committee were there.They voiced their concerns
about academic cuts and funding a $9 million union. Administrators said
funding for buildings such as an expanded union came from funding campaigns other than academic funding.(Dave Gagne Photo.)

Student Government 1997-1998
Budgets for Clubs, Boards & Committees will
be available Monday, February 10, 1997 in
Room 100 Donald P. Corbett at 6:00p.m.
All eligible Boards, Clubs, and Committee
are requested to send 2 representatives
to attend this information session
regarding the Annual Budget process.

Requirement
Your club must have funding approval and
the president must be an undergraduate
student. (To check your status, please
come to the Student Government office
as soon as possible.)

_

Deadline\
for submitting completed forms to
Student Government is:
Tuesday, March 25, 1997 by 3:00p.m.
A sign up sheet will be posted on the
bulletin board outside the Student
Government Office for groups to meet
with the Vice-President for Financial
Affairs from Feb. 17 through March 29.

No requests for budgets will be accepted after the deadline.
Call 581-1775 of you have questions.

The Maine Campus, Friday, February 7, 1997
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Sex Matters
Q: Why are sex? Male, sophomore
A: One reason might be because she
men so into their
penis size? It is wide awake. This tends to be a probseems they are lem in relationships where "after sex"
either bragging means after he has had his orgasm and
about it or un- sex ends — without her having reached
happy about it! orgasm too. She's still aroused and he,
feeling satisfied, is now tired. After orFemale, senior
A: Woody Allen once said he was the gasm, both men and women feel tired,
only man he knew who suffered from penis so you may want to consider this. It's as
envy. I think he was wrong. It's fairly if a chemical change has taken place and
common for men to worry about their penis we feel the need to rest and sleep. Ansize. Some people have suggested that be- other reason for her being upset may be
cause the growth of the penis is one of the in the way she views sex versus how he
marks of puberty, somehow the associa- views sex. Many studies have suggested
tion between penis size and manhood is that women tend to see "sex" more broadmade.Unfortunately,men's magazines fre- ly — as more than the penis-in-vagina act
quently advertise penis enlargers, which — as something the includes what hapexploit male anxieties(and don't work, by pens before (like talking, kissing and
the way). There are still many myths float- touching) and what happens after oring around about the actual size ofthe penis gasm (more talking, kissing and snugand about the relationship between penis gling). So when he falls asleep after
size and performance and ability to please. ejaculation, thinking the interaction is
For example, despite what might be por- over,she may be feeling like the interactrayed in certain movies, in its unerect or tion is only half over.
Q: How many people does one have
unaroused state the penis is usually between 2 to 4 inches long. In its erect state to sleep with to be considered a "techthe penis is usually 5 to 7 long. It's also nical slut"?
A:I'm not aware of an exact number.
important to know there is no relationship
between the size of a man's penis and his (By the way, I thought that word went
ability to have sexual intercourse or to out with the '80s.) Many people would
excite his partner. A larger penis will not agree that the term can refer to either a
make a woman have an orgasm any more male or female and is used to imply
than a smaller one will. Please recognize sexual promiscuity, meaning having sex
that the size of a man's penis seems to be indiscriminately without much thought
more important in the locker room than in in the selection of a partner. It might be
a person who has a different sexual partthe bedroom.
Q: Why do women always seem to ner every night of the week or every
get so upset that men fall asleep after weekend of the month. Its been used to

vs
ost':10 1997 ''')°/?'iti°
„s
Summer Job Fair
Wednesday, Feb. 12th
10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Wells Conference Center
Hosted by the Office ofStudent Employment
229 Alumni Hall - 207/581-1349
Choosefrom a variety ofinterests:
Restaurant/Hotel
Kayak Guides
Sailing Instructors
Base Manager
Telemarketing
Life Guards
Merchandise Handling
Recreation Coaches
Co-Op Program
Cashiers
Cook/Baker
Inventory Clerk
Camp Counselors
Painters
Wait Staff
Resorts/Inns
Food Preparation
Bank Tellers
Office Assistant
Housekeeping
Nannies/Child Care White Water Rafting
Sales Distributor
Camp Directors
Assistant Manager
Engineers
WORK IN MAINE OR WORK OUT-OF-STATE

Sandra L. Caron, Ph.d.
refer to someone who doesn't seem interested or able to establish a relationship with another person outside the
bedroom. It's a term that is typically
used negatively, as a put-down or as a
means of social control.
Sandra L. Caron is an associate pro-

fessor of family relations-human sexuality in the department of human development and family studies. She teaches CHF
351: Human Sexuality. Questions for
Caron should be sent to the Maine Campus, 4th floor Chadbourne Hall. Copyright Sandra L. Caron, 1997.

Mackey

from page I

or David Cray.
"I can work with anyone," she said,"but
my preference is with David Cray.(We)both
have the same ideas about how to get this
campus more active by being examples. We
are both creative, passionate and energetic.
"I think that David has the energy and the
brains to be a productive and noticeable
student body president, together, we will
keep the students involved."
Cray, who has been a student at the
University ofMaine forjust over three weeks,
indicated his support for Mackey.
"It is great to see somebody inspired in
the student senate,somebody who is knowledgeable with diverse experience in her
background with a level head. She is very
objective," Cray said.
Presidential candidate Jennifer Nelson
said, "(Mackey) is very passionate about
issues, which is very important in a good

leader. My only concern is that she hasn't
had that much experience in student government.
"I think it is important for the students to
have choices. The more people running,the
more choices students have. It will be like a
real election for once."
Mackey also expressed support for the
change in this year's election rules that will
allow voters to split tickets,even if it means
she could be paired with Chris Barstow
rather than Cray.
"I've watched Chris be active in the
senate," Mackey said."I admire and respect
him. I feel confident that I could work with
him."
Barstow said the new addition to the race
could deflect votes off the Nelson-Morelli
ticket. Barstow did note that "with Sidney
Mackey and David Cray in the mix, this
election is going to get stirred up quite a bit

Share it with a friend.

Mandatory
Veterans Sign-ups
Spring Semester 1997
All recipients of Veterans Educational Benefits
Must verify current enrollment
• Montgomery G.I. Bill (Chapter 30)
• VEAP(Chapter 32)
• Dependents/Spouse/War Orphans (Chapter 35)
• Selected Reserves (Chapter 1606)
• Voc Rehab (Chapter 31)
• Activity Duty

February 10-14, 1997
and
April 7-11, 1997
Veteran's Affairs Office
100A Wingate Hall
581-1316
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• Multicultural affairs

Humanist captivates students with poetry, speech
By John Doucette
Special to the Campus
The Office of Multicultural Affairs, the
African American Studies Association and the
Maine Center for the Arts welcomed poet,
playwright,author, activist, teacher and soonto-be actor Amari Baraka Thursday evening.
Baraka held the crowd in the palm of his
hand while he talked about Ebonics,slavery and
the overall struggles ofthe African Americans.
"We have never spoken English in the
United States. I don't know if you knew that,"
Baraka said as he tried to explain Ebonics.
"Most of the people that came to this country
from Ireland, Scotland, Wales, they never
spoke English, either. There are about 50
varieties of English in the world. More people
from Nigeria speak English than people in this
country; more people from India speak English than in this country."
Baraka said there is no one way oftalking,
and explained that when people are in their
homes they speak differently from when they
are in class or in a restaurant.
"Language is shaped by use,not dictionaries," he said."Nothing is standard in America
except oppression."
Baraka stressed that people are not all that
different.He said that rock'n'roll,or so-called
white music,is a product ofrhythm and blues.
Language,just like everything else, is political.
"Political power defines what is correct
and what is incorrect in speech," he said. "If
you say 'I got a gig,' then someone with a gun
says,`No,you're supposed to say,'I gotajob.'
Then you say, 'I got a job.—

Mike Long, a UMaine student, said, "It
was amazing how he looks at the English
language. He explained that you have to get a
grasp on how all languages are used before you
can understand the English language."
Baraka said democracy was not what it
seemed in the United States. He urged that
Americans unite. He said he wanted to unite
the middle working class and get one vote as
one people, and said that is where people will
get their power.
"The democracy, as we call it, in our
country is backwards. Why if you only get 51
percent of the vote in a state do you get all of
the electoral votes?" he asked."Get rid of that
and have each vote count as one vote."
During the question-and-answer portion
of his talk, a man asked Baraka to read an O.J.
Simpson poem. Baraka said he wished the
church bumings were on the news every day
and not the O.J. trial.
"They did it all wrong over there," Baraka
said. "If O.J. was tried where he should have
been,in the white neighborhood with his peers, Amari Baraka speaks at Bodwell Lounge in the MCA on Wednesday. (Dave
he would have been injail along time ago.O.J. Gagne Photo.)
did not belong in the black neighborhoods.
"I thought he was intense. He conveyed a
"If you people were not afraid of what be influenced by Amari and not MTV. I am
powerful images in a short period of
happened in the Rodney King trial, then he glad to see an African-American man say what lot of
student Sabrina Keisch said.
would have stayed among his peers and he he has to say. Amari does not hide anything. time," UMaine
up by saying that people
wrapped
Bakara
Many African-Americans feel the same way
would have been convicted," he said.
people think and lanas
different
He read poetry to the capacity crowd of as him,but they cannot say it because they feel are not as
not be defined in one
can
people
approximately 60or 70 people in the Bodwell oppressed. I hope people hear him and talk guage and
are bilingual; we
people
way. Most educated
about him."
Lounge.
same language.
the
of
James Allen,a UMaine student,said,"He just speak two versions
Assistant Dean of Multicultural Student
how I feel. I
words
"It is hard to put into
Affairs Adonis Ferreira said,"I hope students was very stimulating. It was a good reminder
would say nothing could distract me from
and teachers that are here can bring this back to of how selfish we are in this country. It is so
Maine what he was saying, and that is a very good
their class and encourage other people to go rare to have a so-called radical come to
thing," UMaine student Shontay Delalue said.
outand see speakerslike Amari and to read and and talk — it was refreshing."

Vote
Tuesday, February 11
For the Offices of:
*President and Vice President of Student Government Inc.
*President and Vice President of Resident on Campus
Off Campus students (as well as Colvin Hall and York Village)
will vote in the Commuter Lounge in the Memorial Union
On Campus students will vote in their Dinning Commons
Voting Location By Residence Hall
(11AM to 1PM and 4:30PM to 6:30PM)
Stodder District:(Stodder, Balentine, Hancock and Penobscot)
Vote in Stodder Commons
Hilltop District:(Knox, Somerset, Oxford, and DTAV)
Vote in Hilltop Commons
Stewart District:(Cumberland, Gannet, Androscoggin, and Hart)
Vote in Stewart Commons
York District:(York, Kennebec, and Aroostook)
Paid for by the Fair Election Practices Commission
Vote in York Commons

The Maine Campus, Friday, February 7, 1997
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• James River Corp.

Chemical engineering co-op program hi
By Misty Edgecomb
Maine Campus staff
Chemical engineering graduates from
the University of Maine have a placement
rate of nearly 100 percent by the November
following their graduation, according to
Professor Kim Mumme. The high success
rate of UMaine engineers is due in part to a
special co-op program that has been educating its participants for more than 20 years.
'I've had recruiters tell me that they won't
even interview people who have passed up
the opportunity to participate in a co-op,"
Mumme said. "I had a wonderful time, I
highly recommend it (a co-op) whether
through UMaine or privately," said Ross
Barker, a junior who was employed by
Measurex in Westbrook, Maine during the
summer of 1996 and will return this summer.
Each semester an average of 20 to 25
students choose to go on co-op, and every
summer that figure doubles. According to
Mumme,90 percent of UMaine's chemical
engineers participate.
"Co-op participation is a choice, you can
graduate without it, but who would want
to?" Sherry Porter, a junior, said.
All students must spend two sessions
working in a professional setting, such as a
mill,chemical manufacturing plant,orequipment manufacturer. The two sessions need
not be sequential, but must be completed
within the time span between the end of
students'sophomore year and the beginning
of their senior year.
Co-op students work on specific engineering projects during their placement.

"For the first term, a fair amount of time
is spent doing routine things with another
engineer on the project. But by the second
term, they are assigned their own projects
just like entry level engineers would be,"
Mumme said. "Our students supervise
projects worth hundreds of thousands of
dollars."
Porter, who was placed at Crown Vantage in New Hampshire said, "I was assigned by the technical manager to look at a
specific grade of paper and improve the
quality rating. I researched the problem,
came back with suggestions, and my plans
were implemented. Unfortunately, circumstances prevented application, but I was
treated as a professional and challenged to
solve the problem."
Amy Luce, an engineer at the James
River Company mill in Old Town, said she
has been impressed by the skills of the
UMaine students with whom she has worked.
Kendra Crocker, the junior currently under
her supervision will be assigned to more
than 20different projects this semester."We
want to give her projects where we can
provide lots of background. We try to let
students work on their own, but she can ask
any questions and three engineers will be
there for her as a resource," Luce said.
This co-op program is unique to the
chemical engineering department. Although
students in other disciplines are encouraged
to pursue a co-op experience, the engineering department has organized the program
so that it is easy to find a placement. According to Porter,students interview on campus,
and the department makes it very easy for
students to find the right placement.Mumme

said,"There are virtually always positions.
If a chemical engineering student has any
qualifications at all, he or she can participate. We have more jobs than we have
students."
Often, positions are left unfilled because

y successful
students would rather stay within the state
for their on the job experience. About twothirds ofthe placements are within Maine,at
companies such as Champion,Fraser Paper,
See CO-OP on page 7

• Onward Bound

Campus footing tricky
for injured students
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus staff
Judy Williams, a student, said she fell the
first day of the semester in front of Neville
Hall. She said there was ice just about everywhere and the conditions were so bad it was
difficultto walk.Theconditions have remained
the same,she said.
"I feel the conditions are really dangerous.
I only fell and had a bruise on my back.IfI had
fallen in a different position, I could have
really hurt myself like many other people I
know have," Williams said.
Williams is not alone in taking falls on
campus because of icy pathways.
After fracturing her ankle, Melissa Lavigne said she has been using the Onward
program's Helping Hand van.
Lavigne,who broke heranlde duringcheerleading practice, said getting around campus
with crutches wasn't much of a hassle.
"(Onward's van is)really helpful because
they take you to all classes, back to your dorm

afterwards and to anywhere else you want to
go,"she said."Its not bad if you stick withjust
the sidewalks. I just can't take shortcuts."
Mark Jackson, director of student health
services at Cutler Health Center, said several
students have come into the health center complaining of ailments from falling on the ice.
"Some students have come in saying that
they fell,and students have fallen and come in
for assessments of sprained ankles," he said.
For students on campus with long-term
and short-term disabilities that pose mobility
problems,the Onward program's van service
will transport students to and from their classes,said Ann Smith,coordinator ofservices for
students with disabilities.
"Certain parts of campus are hard to
traverse, and it is more efficient for students
with disabilities to park their vehicle next to
the Onward Building and to take the van to
their classes," Smith said.
The van's main purpose is to help students
See ICE on page 8

Won't you be my valentine ?loP
Why don't you
Place a Valentine's
do something special
bay Classified in
for your valentine
.Cest everyone know The Maine Campus.
this year?
how youfeel about
that special someone.

Valentine's Classifieds are $2for 3 lines,
and the ad will run on Abruary 14th.
To place your ad, please stop by
IP° The Maine Campus,4thfloor Chadbournejlall.
The deadline to place your Valentine's Day Classified is
Thursday, Abruary 13 by noon
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By John Doucette
Special to the Campus
It's Friday afternoon and you need to
go to the University Bookstore to pick up
some aspirin for the headache you got
from going out the night before. The
parking lot behind Stevens Hall is full.
The only space in the lot across from the
Maine Center for the Arts is a five-minute
walk and your head is killing you. The
last resort is the designated lot between
the Agricultural Engineering Shop and
the Maynard F. Jordan Observatory, but
it is full and the drivers of those cars have
no intention of leaving within the designated 30 minutes.

University Bookstore Director Ron
Reisinger would like to change that. Reisinger has proposed to have one row of
those 22 designated spots turned into
metered parking spaces.
"The bookstore lost a lot of parking
spots and convenience for our customers
when the building of the 1944 building
began," Reisinger said.
He said the bookstore wanted to get
back all the convenient parking it lost in the
construction, but the university has approved only 11,30-minute metered spaces.
"This gives a visitor, student or faculty member a short-duration parking spot
that is convenient to the union and surrounding buildings," Reisinger said.

The spaces will cost 25 cents for every half hour and there will be up to an
hour available for 50 cents.
"It's not a bad idea; a lot of people hop
in those spots and stay all day long,"
General Student Sen. Scott St. Hilaire
said. "It will help if you can just park
there and run in and print something up at
the cluster or pick something up quick at
the bookstore.
The bookstore will pay for the installation of the meters, and Public Safety will
be responsible for enforcing the meters.
"This is strictly for the convenience
of our customers, and not for revenue,"
Reisinger said. "Especially at 25 cents
every half hour."

The proposal was passed in November and Reisinger said he hopes the meters
will be in place by March. Director of
Public Safety Alan Reynolds isn't sure
on how late in the day the meters will
operate. After 4 p.m. on business days all
campus spaces are available to students.
"I think it will be good if you can get
a spot, but there are not enough spots
there, and if people do not care about
staying over the limit now, I don't see
what will change just because there are
meters there," Kim Cuevas, an off-campus senior,said."I think it is a rip-off that
I have to pay an extra 25 cents every time
I park there when I already pay $25 to
park everywhere else."
from page 6

Co-op
Georgia Pacific, International Paper and
James River Co.,but remaining students are
placed throughout the United States. For
example,UMaine students are currently employed in New Hampshire, Pennsylvania
and Vermont.
Students who go on co-op receive entrylevel pay for their work in addition to a
certificate of participation. The co-op expe-

rience shows that a student is able to work in
a professional setting and get results. Participation in UMaine's co-op programs often
opens doors to employment after graduation. Porter said, "Even if a need to go to
school for an extra semester, it was very
much a positive experience. I feel I learned
more than any textbook could teach, it's an
incredible experience."
from page 1

ROC
tative. Her goal is to get more people involved
with ROC.
Walsh said she wants more people involved with intramurals and other activities on
campus.She said she would do that by holding
a week-long festival of activities that would
incorporate other student organizations on
campus.
Walsh said she would address students'
concerns.She would also like students to have
more input on what movies are shown on the
movie channel, better parking for campus
residents, and a student news show on the
student channel.
Walsh said her experience as a ROCrepresentative and her trip to a national residence

hall conference two years ago make her qualified to be president.
Keith Heselton is running for vice president on Eslinger's ticket.
"Youcannotfind someone whocares more
about this campus than me," Heselton said.
"With increased funding from CampusLiving
we can do as much as we want to.11.
Heselton said he's involved with the camJAMES RIVEll CORPORATION
pus living advisory committee, which establishes rules for residents.
In other business:
sity of Maine's
Funding was approved for the Writing James River Corp.'s Old Town mill is working with the Univer
for students.
ons
positi
Center to go to Providence, R.I.,for a confer- chemical engineering department in providing co-op
ence. The conference will be used to enhance (Dave Gagne Photo.)
writing skills.
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McNugget Mania
at McDonald's®
starts February 7th
(9

.994 6 piece chicken McNuggets

$1.59 9 piece chicken McNuggets
$2.99 20 piece chicken McNuggets

Try our special Jam Pack 'Series'
•
•
•

IT)

Stop Smoking.

VS/corks Wont:Rare.

20 piece McNugget
2 large fries
2 21 ounce soft drinks
Only $6.99

Have you had your break today?

A
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American Heart ditai
Association Ny

Work-Study Student
Positions Available
The Maine Educational Talent Search and Maine
ion
Educational Opportunity Center Programs have posit
openings for six Student Council Aides for the spring
semester. The major tasks of these positions are to
provide telephone follow-up services to program
participants who have recently enrolled in college.
ul,
Experience working with nontraditional students helpf
but not necessary. Knowledge of the financial aid
ation
application process is required. Strong communic
n is very
skills and discretion with confidential informatio
dy
important. Potential for summer college work-stu
employment. Hourly rate is $5.70.
Please call:
Lori Williams at 581-3703 to schedule an interview.
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Vandals

from page 1

urns,hem Ise oftheirextreme value or the possibility of damaging light conditions.
Although this is not the first painting to be
vandalized on campus, it is still a rare occurrence, Mason said.
"'The university has a very solid history of
not having art vandalized," he said."It doesn't
bode wellforthe security ofartworksin public."
The University of Maine General Alumni

Association is offering a$500 reward for information leading tot he arrest and conviction of
the person or people responsible for vandalizing the painting.
"We are outraged that this portrait of a
beloved former president of the University of
Maine would be the object of such a senseless
actofvandalism,"H.Maxwell Burry,president
of the Alumni Association, said.

Ice

from page 6

with disabilities be able to have complete
accessibility to the classes they need to take.
"The premise here is that we want the
students to sign up for their classes and to
assure them that they can indeed get to those
classes, whether the barrier is created by a
temporary condition like falling off a mountain, or by a permanent condition like a spinal
cord injury," Smith said.
Smith said the number ofstudents who use
the van increases every winter because of an
increase in temporary disabilities affected by
the cold and walking long distances.
"For some ofthe students with disabilities
it is not feasible for them to be out in the cold.
Ice and snow may occur, but it seems that the

cold is the primary factor for them," she said.
Smith said the only problem with the increased number of students riding the van in
the winter was the difficulty of determining
when students have similar class times.
"The only headache for students with disabilities is when we get a huge number of
riders,"Smith said."It gets difficult because of
location challenge and getting there on time."
She said the van is helpful in many cases
because it provides students with access to
classes.
"In some cases there would be students
who would have to drop out for a semester
because of their impairment, but with the van
their education can continue," she said.

Plow

from page 1

Crew leader and plow driver Bill Woodard
said making sure people with disabilities can
travel on campus safely is a priority.
Woodard said crews have been working
overtime. He has worked 106 hours in two
weeks.
Treadwell said Facilities Managementtries
to keep things asclean asitcan,buta small crew
makes it difficult to have everything cleared.
"Itis all a matter oftime,money,people and

equipment," he said.
Treadwell said the sun and the steam rising
under some of the pathways help the problem.
Assistant DirectorofOperations Brian Page
said Facilities Management's budget has
dropped over the last six years. He said cuts in
personnel have been the main source ofthe cuts
because maintenance cannot be cut.
Wihry said a machine that will plow pathways is being budgeted for next year.

%Arcot%
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What is the Storefront?
a centrally located office in the Memorial Union
(down the hallway leading to Hauck Auditorium)
offering assistance to
students who are looking for information
or
have concerns they wish to discuss with a
Student Affairs professional.

Meet us at the Union!!
r
C)t

00,

• Campus Living
Tuesday, February 4, 10:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Tuesday, February 25, 10:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.
General Campus Living information and concerns
Dining service questions
Room sign-up information for next year

• Career Center
Wednesday, February 5, 10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.(Union Lobby)
Tuesday, February 18, 10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, February 19, 10:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.(Union Lobby)
V General career services information including resume writing tips, co-op and
internship information,job listings, on-campus recruiting information, etc.

• Counseling Center
V
V

Friday, February 21, 8:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Helpful information on how to fight the mid-winter blues
General information on counseling services

• Dean of Students
Every Tuesday, 9:00 a.m. - 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, February 12 & 26, 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m.
V Communicate your thoughts about the Memorial Union Addition/Expansion
✓ Examine student life issues
V Critique programs and services offered by C.S.C.L.
V "Let the Dean advocate for you!"

Center for Students and Community Life (C.S.C.L.)
"eterving the entire Campus Community"

.c.
its
Se'c For weekly updates to the schedule
or for more information call 581-1406

R

• Health Promotion/Community Development
Every Monday, 1:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Thursday. February 6, 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
✓ Information about access to health promotion/prevention services
V Upcoming health education events
V Advisor to VOICE (Student Volunteer Program)

• Student Employment
Tuesday, February 11, 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday, February 12, 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
✓ Job Fair information
V General student employment information

• Student Financial Aid

A service of the

fo.

Vandalized portrait offormer UM President Arthur Hauck.(Dave Gagne Photo)

Every Monday & Wednesday, 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Every Tuesday & Thursday, 4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
✓ General student aid information and concerns
V Ask questions regarding applying for aid next year
✓ Find out about available scholarships

• Vice President for Student Affairs
Thursday, February 13, 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Thursday, February 27, 11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
✓ The "Doctor"is in! Meet with Dr. John Halstead and his staff
on a broad variety of student-related issues

A
R
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Debate

Hazing in the Military
Scott Martin
The U.S. Marine Corps is responsible for
protecting a nation,and whatever methods it
chooses to prepare its soldiers to do just that
should not come into question.
Last week, Secretary of Defense William
Cohen publicly denounced the Marine Corps
for two separate incidents of hazing shown
to the entire nation via CNN and NBC news.
The tape that aired on those two channels
showed young Marines at Camp Lejeune in
North Carolina being "pinned," i.e. getting
military decoratives pounded into their chest.
The ritual was a celebration of the completion of parachute training.
Hazing of any kind is cruel, but for the
Marine Corps it is a different situation. In
high school or college hazing is a degrading
activity that can be harmful to the psyche of
the person who is hazed;in the Marines it is a
necessity.
The U.S. Marine Corps is our first and
last line of defense. It is fully responsible for
the well-being of the nation and protecting
the nation from any and all intruders. And
protecting a nation is a brutal task. Members
of the Marine Corps are faced with the dark
reality that they are responsible for protecting the lives of a nation of millions.
To protect a nation, the Marine Corps
needs to have a strict pecking order that is
not comprehensible to the average American. If a Marine Corps officer gives an order,
he has to be sure that his orders will be
followed. In the real world if orders are not
followed, small problems may arise. In the
Marines,iforders are notfollowed the fate of
a nation could rest in the balance.
Marines also need to be harden. In war,
they have to prepared to do anything. In war
it's kill or be killed. Hazing may be the
Marines' way of getting their soldiers ready
for the most gruesome type of battle.
the armed
And even though America is in peace time right now,that does not mean
forces
armed
the
of
branch
other
any
or
forces are unnecessary. The minute the Marines
to be
need
Marines
show they are letting up, nations will start planning their attack. The
prepared for battle at anytime.
would have
Cohen was forced to come out against these activities. If he hadn't there
ct for
disrespe
a
been a huge public outcry. To the average American,"pinning" is total
what the
anyone's human rights and is a cruel act of violence. Well, that's exactly
es that
sometim
and
nation
a
protect
Marine Corps is all about. A Marine's job is to
means fighting a war. Nothing is more violent than war.
to
If anyone thinks Cohen's statement will change things, they are completely naive
as
coup,
s
relation
public
a
big
the way things work. Cohen's press conference was just
of
were the statements of Gen. Charles Krulalc. Both had to make good with the people
the
way
the
but
e
happy,
everyon
to
make
America. Court marshals may take place
Marines handle their business will not change,and rightfully so.
Say what you will about the Marines. Call them psychos. Tell them they are
brainwashing young men. Whatever. Just don't forget that these are the same people
who provide us with the freedom that we enjoy as a nation. As average Americans, who
probably don't understand what is involved in national defense, we have no right to
question the tactics Marine Corps officers use to train their soldiers.
If these actions had not been made public, no one would have blinked. These things
have been going on for years and because America was safe, no one cared. Everyone
As
should have the same feelings now as they did before these actions became public.
long as the Marines are allowed to do their job, America will still enjoy freedom.
Scott Martin is the sports editorfor The Maine Campus.

Derek Rice
The Marine Corps is known as the most
intense ofthe military branches, but come on.
Sticking pins directly into the flesh of those
who have recently completed their parachute
training? That's going a little far, to say the
least.
Think about it: Is that any kind of honor?
Most definitely not. Honor is the reception of
some kind of award, preferably in some kind
of dignified ceremony. Take, for example,
recipients of the Purple Heart, Do they have
their honor attached to their flesh? No. They
receive their honor in a very traditional and
formal atmosphere. They walk under a row
of men with their swords raised to form an arc.
Last week's video revelation of"ceremonies" showing shouting and grunting Marines driving pins into the chests of other Marines is nothing short ofcontemptible.
You have to wonder. How many of these
"honorable" ceremonies go unrecorded in the
course ofa year? How many other branches of
the military engage in rituals of this kind?
Probably all of them, but the Marines are the
ones who got caught
A surprising fact about this revelation is
thatthistook place nearly six years ago. Where
has this video been since 1991?
The men being "honored" in the video
were in no way enjoying themselves. They
were bleeding, screaming and writhing. This
certainly isn't a way to increase morale in the
military, specifically the Marines.
Is this the kind of behavior we want to
encourage in our military officers? Do we
want ourenlisted men and women to fear their
superiors that much?I,for one, would hesitate
to join a branch of the military where I knew
torture was a reward for ajob well done.
What if the president the commander in
chiefofarmed forces,were to engage in someat all,
thing ofthis magnitude? How long would he be able to remain on thejob? Not long
I can guarantee.
campuses
This is nothing short of hazing, the same thing that is banned on college
who are
across the country. Hazing,by design,is supposed to decrease the morale ofthose
seek to
hazing
the
conduct
who
working to become a part ofsomething.In so doing,those
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make those who want to join appreciate the group they are flying to become
college
It's an old adage that nothing comes free, but let's be realistic. Most hazing on
but no
two,
or
tree
as
Christm
campuses involves drinking too much and maybe stealing a
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matter what it is, it's wrong. Morale should be boosted, not cut down, especially
military.
taught.
Those who conduct the torture probably do so because that's the way they were
repair.
That's no excuse. The system seems to be flawed, and it's badly in need of
so
this kind of
the
up
military
clean
to
Secretary of State William Cohen has pledged
a
system that
up
clean
you
do
how
thing never happens again.That's all well and good,but
what's more, how do you repair
has become more and more broken over the years? And
Corps, not to mention the
Marine
the
the damage that has been done to the image of
military in general?
to give their lives
The people of the United States expect the members of their military
because they
blood
to
shed
them
if necessary to defend the country, but no one ever asked
received an honor.
Few Good Men."
A little of this mentality was revealed in Aaron Sorkin's play "A
of
"code reds," but
ng
Moviegoers believed Lt. Nathan Jessup to be wrong for his condoni
It's time
never stopped to think that this kind ofthing actually goes on in the Marine Corps.
it.
to start thinking about it and stop condoning
Derek Rice is the style editorfor The Maine Campus.
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Search for representation
Out of 11 members selected by the
University of Maine System Board of
Trustees to conduct the search for a
replacement for University of Maine
President Frederick Hutchinson, only
one is a UMaine student.
With about 10,000 students enrolled
at UMaine, a greater percentage could
be expected of student voice in the
search process. However, despite the
selection of a capable representative,
the abilities of that delegate are severely hampered by ownership of less than
10 percent of the committee voice, while
the Board of Trustees and the UMaine
faculty each account for almost 30 percent of the committee.
The representatives for classified employees, UMaine administrators, alumni-community and local businesses also
each hold only one position in the committee. But the stake each of these facets of the university community hold in
the final decision cannot be reasonably
compared equally to that of the large
student body.
As a counterpoint, one could argue
that while students may be directly affected by administrative policy for, at

most, five years, administrators, classified employees and trustees will be dealing directly with the new president for
years. However, only through healthy
student input can the committee members be made aware of the concerns and
needs of the student body.
At the very least, the graduate student body and the undergraduate student body should be represented by two
committee members. Both segments of
the student population are there for one
purpose: to receive an education; but
post-baccalaureate students have distinctly different needs and outlooks with
regard to the campus, particularly with
regard to the future emphasis on research-oriented funding.
Undergraduates, on the other hand,
will want attention to be focused toward on-campus living, baccalaureate
degree programs and perhaps other issues that might not receive adequate
attention. Another student on the committee would prove highly beneficial.
Lack of administrative experience on
the student's part would not jeopardize
the process, rather, a better balance
would be achieved.

State ofthe nation's schools
President William Jefferson Clinton's
State of the Union address was another
chance for him to inspire this nation to
greatness, especially in education. He detailed increases in the education budget
and promised to make education his top
priority for the next four years. His proposals include a 20 percent increase in
education spending and several tax deductions for money spent on higher education. Clinton said his eventual goals are
that"every 8-year-old must be able to read,
every 12-year-old must be able to log on
to the Internet and every I8-year-old must
be able to go to college."
While these are admirable goals, they
may seem too lofty in the face of today's
educational arena. Downsizing and cost
cutting have swept the nation in all areas,
and our nation's schools were not left
out. The public has the right to remain
skeptical as the money, and the educa-

tional improvements, remain to be seen.
A perfect reason for these critical national eyes was demonstrated by former President Bush's promises to be the "education president."
The true state of our nation's schools
will never be seen by Clinton, as notice of
his arrival is enough for local communities to clean up their schools and double
their educational efforts. True educational
progress can only be made while individual schools are given more educational money and left to devise new, tougher standards. Schools that remain under a national microscope under the guise of tracking
an "average school," will be the only
schools that will strive to improve.
Our nation as a whole must embrace
more rigid educational standards. When
combined with more educational dollars
from the federal level, only then will we
see true improvements.
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• Letters to the Editor
Fortune 500 companies were
either founded by Marines or
used former Marines to run
To the Editor:
Federal Express is a good
them.
Baa! Baa! What's that I
example,
as is Domino's Pizhear? More bleating from "Tuttlevision"? As a Marine Corps za. I also have met men right
Col.
officer, and a student here at here in Maine,like retired
takpersonally
is
Wiley,
who
the University of Maine for the
Portsaving
the
of
charge
ing
last three years, I am taking
Company. I also
this time to say I have never land Ballet
the senior
Col.
Oates,
know
been so deeply and personally
in
Panama,
while!
was
Marine
insulted by The Maine Camdedicated
his
retirewho
has
pus as I have been since you,
Jeff Tuttle, have become the ment to leading missions
around the globe that bring
editor.
Mr. Tuttle, your last piece, medical aid,farming technolo"The New Military Mind," is a gy and school materials to deperfect example of your igno- veloping countries. Right here
rant prattle, where you take two on campus, one of my senior
isolated incidents and make sergeants, and a veteran of
sweeping over-generalizations Desert Storm, is a model of
about the military in general, selfless dedication to serving
insult my corps specifically and the public good. Many of your
him — he is the
allude that you are somehow readers know
resident director of Colvin Hall,
just as qualified as William
member of the Senior Skulls
Cohen to offer advice on milinumerous other service orand
tary training and operational
and honor societganizations
philosophy.
collected toys for
I was equally offended in ies. He has
children
every Christmas
needy
your piece last semester where
since
he
came
to UMaine four
you took the heinous acts of
years
ago.
Boyd
Brown's work
at
the Army drill instructors
Aberdeen Proving Grounds, on this campus makes your inand stated that their incredu- cessant denunciation of mililous acts are conducted across tary character seem grossly out
the board. Those SNCOs and of touch with reality. In the
officers violated the very trust Corps I continually find myand confidence of their posi- self surrounded by such good
women I must do a lot
tions in order to sexually ha- men and
searching
to ensure I
of
soul
rass the soldiers under their sustandards.
their
up
to
measure
pervision — in no way can you
barbarians
is recall
us
all
To
say this is the rule; it is most
reprehensible. We
quite
ally
definitely the exception.
the unenviable task of beI do not buy your statements have
able
to kill our country's
ing
that "the prevailing military
—
to sugarcoat it any
enemies
mindset is rooted in violence
simply deluding
is
other
way
and arrogance," or "this brand
oneself.
of violent behavior has been
If you think the "benevoingrained into our nation's enlence"
of the military units in
listed men and women for cenBosnia is what is keeping the
turies."
relative peace, you are sadly
I am a "senior Marine offimistaken. What is maintaining
your
with
issue
take
cial," and I
peace is the fear of what
the
statement that I am a product
American
the
military can unof this "barbarianism." When I
leash on its enemies. As a warwent
Corps
and
first joined the
rior leader I am faced with the
to OCS in 1983, I thought that
dilemma
of training my men to
being a reasonably bright guy,
be
restrained
killers. This goes
and somewhat of an athlete I
against
the
very
definition of
impressive.
really
would be
what it means to be human. I
Much to my surprise I was surnot simply train them to be
rounded by people who went can
good
traffic cops on the cross
to Harvard, MIT and Stanford.
roads
of Europe, they need to
NCAA
I found many were
how
to "locate,close with
know
champs in several different
destroy
the enemy." I am
and
sports. Later I learned most

•Insulted by ignorance

the regulator oftheir "violence"
This is a difficult task, and
sometimes men and women
faced with this task lose sight
of their mission. Poor leadership and illegal orders are evident in the tapes shown on
CNN and NBC. But I submit
to you that these atrocious acts
were ordered and perpetrated
by a few individuals and not
ordered as some sort of military necessity. I was never in a
unit where parachuting was a
required skill. Unlike the Army,
the Marine Corps sends very
few men(and even fewer women) to "jump school." I have
heard of the pinning on of
"blood wings," but never imagined or heard that it was taken
to the extremes seen on CNN.
Ofcourse,in light ofthese tapes
it is time to reconsider this practice. But someone who actually understands the rigors of the
training involved, and the mission of those units in question
should be making the decisions
on how to change them, not
some puffed-up, morally superior, senior journalism major
who has never suffered a single minute of physical or mental discomfort while defending
the freedoms he enjoys under
the Constitution. You cannot
take these acts out of context
and say that all military members are "mentally deranged
and socially isolated" — that is
the most contemptible statement you have made thus far.
Perhaps you should stick to
defending the decisions of the
Democratic Party, and insulting both the left and right, because your understanding ofthe
military as a whole, and the
United States' role in the world
is woefully inadequate. Thanks
for your time.
Geoffrey Doyle
Orono

• Take control
To the Editor:
America surrendered when
we declared war on Poverty.
The other side won the war
on drugs. Despite this history
of failure, last week, Gov.
King (born and raised in the
tobacco state of Virginia) de-
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• The Other Side
KNEW IF WE
WAITED LoNGOuGH,
WE WOULDN'T NEED
TO Go umocov—
try.

Syllabus for UMaine
Scott La bby

CT;

• Letters to the Editor
clared war on smoking.
Personally, I do not smoke,
but if others choose to engage
in this habit, that is fine with
me. I don't mind if people eat
unhealthy food, smoke marijuana or sit around all day
watching TV and drinking
cream straight out of the cow. I
don't care if people snowmobile nude,canoe down the Saco
drunk, or camp on Mount Katandin in the winter.
I do find some behaviors
most reprehensible. Foremost
among these is the act of sticking one's nose in someone
else's business(the social work
ethic). I am fed up with selfappointed personal safety advocates, nutritionists and other
zealots of the left and right telling me how to run my life.
Last year Montana dumped
its speed limit. Neither the average speed nor the accident
rate increased! Florida, Wisconsin and a few other states
have no vehicle inspection
laws. The accident rate in Wisconsin with no automobile inspection law is about equal to
that of Virginia, which has an
inspection law. Maine allows
its residents to marry their first
cousins and bank on Sunday.
Unregulated people are not a
danger to society.
Humans need the opportunity to control their own lives.
Taking this control away fos.ters irresponsibility. If the state
makes all the decisions, then
the state, not the individual, is
responsible for failure. This
country was founded on the
belief that people can be trusted. Where's the governor's
trust? Let us run our own lives.
You'll see, we do it fairly well,
maybe even better than the
state!
Harry H. Snyder
Orono

• Expecting more
To the Editor:
Well,I am fed up.I sat down
to read the Maine Campus two
weeks ago and I saw another
well-written editorial about the
responsibilities of the press and
why the Maine Campus needs

to report the news on campus.
I'm not saying that all articles
in the Campus are bad. Some
students take time to write
thoughtful articles and editorials, and we can always trust
the Associated Press.
However, as I looked
through the last six issues of
the Maine Campus, I tried to
pick out the "responsibilities"
of the press to report the news
and "separate facts from fiction," I noticed the Maine Campus does not only do a bad job
of reporting the news, but also
does a bad job of writing a paper.
Let's look at one example
of which I am extremely familiar. The fire in my apartment
was,as the Maine Campus said
in one article,"started when an
electric blanket cord pinched
against the baseboard and
caused a spark that ignited a
fire in the bed." This interesting fact was taken from
UMaine spokesman Joe Carr.
Later on, in the same article,
the Orono Fire Department said
the state fire marshal's office
was "investigating whether the
electric blanket was the cause
of the fire." And to top it all
off, at the end of this well-informed "news" article, the
Orono Fire Department had received "no report from the state
fire marshal's office."
Every Monday,Wednesday
and Friday I pick up a copy of
the "news"for this campus,and
I have to wonder just how often the Maine Campus exercises its responsibility to "report
the news." I have to think back
to when the name of the student injured in the Gannett fire
was reported inaccurately, and
how many corrections have
been printed since.
When I came to the university, I received a bill. Eight dollars of this bill went to the
"communication fee." Mr. Editor, I would not care what you
print, butt pay your salary, and
I expect more.
If I do not like any other
news source, I just don't buy
the paper or patronize any of
the advertisers. Apparently,
though, with your newspaper I
have no choice. You have my
money up front, and in return I

can get excellent news,or what
you report as you "duty."
I suggest, Mr. Editor, that
your "news" shapes up before
your money ships out.
Ryan Eslinger
Orono

• Timely information
To the Editor:
One of your writers made a
comment in Monday's paper
about the Patriots' payoffs for
giving away Parcells. Well, as
this writer now knows,Parcells
will not be traded. But that was
irrelevant at the time. At that
time,however,the writer made
a mistake. He said the Jets
would have to give up their
first round draft pick to get Parcells from the Pats. At the time
of the article, this statement was
not true. Kraft had said in a
press conference that he would
not take an offer from the Jets
that would include the first
round draft pick because that
would mean that Parcells
wouldn't get his choice of players. He advised the Jets through
a press conference on Tuesday,
Feb. 27 to not include the first
round draft pick in any of their
offers for Parcells. The writer
of the article should have paid
closer attention to the whole
situation before writing this article because, even though it
was his opinion, he gave out
false information.
Tracy Comeau
Milford

•Terrifying trend
To the Editor:
I am disappointed with the
cartoon on Page 10 of the Feb.
5 edition. It infers objects cause
actions, and people's choices
don't come into the loop. I suppose an equally valid comparison would be blaming auto
makers for the way folks drive
in Boston. Denying personal
responsibility for action is a terrifying trend in our culture.
John Lane
Orono

BOM 101: Basics
of Maine Spring
1997
Goals: The
purpose of this
course is to provide students
with a broad and
useful survey of the situation at the university. Through readings and lectures, the interested student will gain a better understanding of the ins and outs of administrative work,glad-handing, nonsense-peddling
and boot-licking. We hope to encourage
those students who wish to pursue advanced
studies within this field. Indeed, it should
be noted that even the most intellectually
marginal student can rise to great power
within such a system. Perceptive students
will quickly realize that few jobs offer comparable wages, benefits and job security,
while at the same time requiring no obvious, tangible work, as those available at
this institution.
Texts: Bailey,Judith: Creative Solutions:
The Next Great Threat to American Society. ButgeezItried Press.
Halstead, John Living the American
Dream: Mediocrity And A Six-Figure Income: Hutchinson Press
Hutchinson, Frederick: I Came, I Fretted, I Left. Rome: Nero Press
MacTaggart, Terrence. Making Do With
Less: Financially Disciplining Your Institution While Fattening Your Wallet. Bureaucracy Press
Walsh, Shawn: Hahahaha! I Got You
Guys In The Ass, Eh? Cheap Hustle Press
Grading: Your cumulative grade will be
based on four short papers. Each will count
25 percent. All assignments will be evaluated according to the following criteria:
Lack of clarity, confusion and the ability to
manipulate nonsense into some semblance
of an argument. Warning: The university
does not tolerate originality or critical thinking. Should your work reflect either of these
qualities, you will be suspended and turned
over to one of the vice presidents. For more
information, read the university-prepared
handbook "Don't You Try It, Yahear?"
Attendance: Although attendance is not
necessary, we actively encourage you to
make it to all classes. You do not, however,
have to pay attention. We believe this system will adequately prepare you for the
work requirements within the field. Should
you become restless in class, feel free to
bring in a classified worker to take notes
for you. We do our best to make you com-

fortable. Take advantage of this, you may
not get another chance.
Schedule:
Weeks 1-2: Introductions and sucking
up.
Weeks 3-4: Assorted hokum and nonsense.
Week 5: First paper due: You will be
expected to write a three- to five-page paper (done in memo form) dealing with the
theme of chicanery . There are a number of
options you might pursue. In the past, students have dealt with a wide range of issues, including self-promotion, ego-stroking,avoiding criticism and maintaining high
ratios of pay/total production.
Week 6: Discussion of Spring Break
Spring Break
Week 7: Pseudo-Intellectualism: Advantages
Week 8: Posing. Second Paper Due: three
to five pages (quadruple-spaced) on why
sincerity, truth and hard work must be
stopped, and how they can ruin a perfectly
good scam. Be sure to focus on how any
attempt to properly evaluate administrative
performance might possibly have links to
communism, pedophilia and child pornography.
Week 9: Some other stuff; various types
of mental claptrap.
Week 10: Cooperative field trip with
Student Government.
Week 11: Third Paper — You should
scribble three to five pages discussing institutional priorities. For instance,one could
attempt to dispel the rumor that building a
new union is equivalent to putting a tiara
on an iguana. Feel free to develop contrived statements intended to demonstrate
that a new building with shiny administrative offices and more fast food is going to
save crumbling academics,demoralized faculty and rotting classrooms from sinking
into a large pit of guano.
Week 12: Crisis Management: Making
sure to be the first rat off of a sinking ship.
Final Paper: Write a 10- to 12-page argument(in crayon)discussing new ways to
defend the state of affairs at a major university. In doing so, it is crucial that you be
able to defend your own work within the
system. Remember, in the real world your
job description is basically to pretend you
have one. Should you fail in this endeavor,
your grade on this paper will be severely
affected. As a matter of fact, it could induce a failing grade for the course. Keep
this in mind. Good luck.
Scott Labby is a senior history major and
a columnistfor The Maine Campus.

Editorial Policy
The editorial pages of The Maine Campus are for the free
exchange of ideas among members of the university community.
Letters to the editor should be no longer than 250 words. Guest
columns should be approximately 600 words. Submissions should
be typed,double-spaced and must include full name,address and
phone number. Anonymous letters will not be published without
a compelling reason.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Sally Brompton
By Israel Skelton
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For Friday, February 7
IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY:There is
no need to plan ahead. Planetary aspects on your
birthday are so outrageously positive that you won't
need to change a thing. New friendships, horizons
and ambitions will overshadow the doubts of the
past. Whatever your age, you are about to be born
again.
ARIES(March 21- April 19): You are now in
the perfect frame of mind to benefit from unexpected changes, both the ones that have already taken
place and the ones that are about to explode into
your life. There may be chaos in every direction
today, but you are an island of calm in an ocean of
storms.
TAURUS(April 20- May 2A): Planetary activity indicates you are almost sure to benefit from
changes in your working environment. In the short
term it may seem as if you have lost more than you
have gained, but appearances can be deceptive.
Important people think highly of you.
GEMINI(May 21- June 20): You are in the
mood to change your life completely, to uproot and
start again from scratch in a more positive environment.To what extent you respond to this mood will
depend on how free you are to make your own
decisions. Even if you stay, however, your thoughts
will be far away.
CANCER(June 21- July 22): You would not
be human if you were not a little bit scared of the
passions which seem to be raging inside you. There
is only one way to deal with them, and that is to
confront them head-on. Once you accept them as a
valid part of your nature, they will no longer exert
such a fearful hold over you.
LEO (July 23- Aug. 22): There is so much
positive activity in your chart today that even the
least optimistic Leo should have something to smile
about Planetary activity hints at an unexpected, but
very satisfying, happening with someone you love.
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept 22): Because what
you want to do now coincides with what you have
to do, this should be a wonderful day. Duty and
pleasure don't have to be opposites in your life. If
you look hard enough, you will find places where
they overlap. Those are the places you must visit
today.
LIBRA (Sept.23- Oct.22): Use your imagination today: Let your fantasies run wild. Not only
will you get a great deal of enjoyment from this
mental exercise, you will find that some of your
ideas are really quite practical. The planets urge you
to leave your inhibitions behind. You no longer
need them.
SCORPIO(Oct.23- Nov.21): It may feel odd
letting others decide what you can and cannot do.
Since everything appears to be running smoothly,
however,why interfere? Go along with what friends
and family suggest today. It may seem strange to
you now, but it will seem perfectly natural by this
time next week.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22- Dec.21): Wherever your instincts point you today, that is where you
should be traveling. If you are moving in the wrong
direction, there is still time to turn around. Current
celestial influences suggest that the world is your
oyster. If you do nothing to take advantage ofit, you
may regret it later.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22- Jan. 19): Something
you see, hear or read today will give you a remarkably good idea,the kind ofidea that comes once in a
lifetime. But you must act quickly,or someone else
will make use of it first. Don't look back years from
now and ask,"Why didn't I think ofthat?" You did.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb. 18): Planetary activity suggests that the real fun is about to begin.
However good the past few days have been, the
next seven days should be even better. What have
you done to deserve this good fortune? Who cares?
Just enjoy it.
PISCES(Feb. 19- March 20): All those things
you have been hiding from yourself, all those secret
thoughts you pretend did not exist, must be confronted now. A New Moon in the most sensitive area of
your chart offers the chance of a new beginning. But
you must empty your mind of negative thoughts.
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainment

By Sally Brompton
For Saturday, February 8
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IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: Even
if you consider yourself to be a thoroughly modem sort of Aquarian, you know there are things
that logic and science cannot explain. It is just
these things you will find yourself attracted to
this year. The things you believe today may not
be the things you believe tomorrow.
ARIES (March 21- April 19): Think the
unthinkable this weekend—then go out and do it.
Planetary activity indicates that even the most
conservative of Aries will still be feeling rebellious today. Make sure it is for a positive reason.
TAURUS (April 20- May 20): Just because
an idea isn't realistic doesn't mean it's a waste of
time. Perhaps you are ahead of your time. Your
mind will range far and wide today, and the ideas
you come up with may seem strange to some.
Tomorrow, however, they will seem perfectly
normal.
GEMINI(May 21- June 20): The reasons so
many of your plans seem to have misfired us
because you aren't being honest about what you
want. There is no need to feel guilty: Your desires
are not unusual. What is unusual is that you are
hiding from yourself what other people already
know. Be true to your instincts this weekend.
CANCER (June 21- July 22): Be very careful in dealings with your partner or loved one
today. Not all will be as it appears. Planetary
influences indicate that whatever you read into a
situation could be wrong. Don't say anything
until tomorrow.
LEO (July 23- Aug. 22): This is likely to be
one of those fruitless weekends when the harder
you work the less you achieve, and the less you
achieve the harder you think you need to work.
The solution is to work less or, better still, don't
work at all. Perhaps it won't be such a wasted
weekend after all.
VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept. 22): Because Mercury, your ruling planet, is close to Neptune today,try to think beyond your normal limits. Many
of the ideas you come up with will be impractical
to say the least, but there may be one that can be
made to work. Who knows? It may be the best
idea you've ever had.
LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct. 22): Facts are facts.
Or are they? Something you claim to believe in is
beginning to look a little shaky. You always knew
there was something wrong with it, but it was so
easy to ignore. Now you must confront a real
fact: You may have been deluding yourself all
along.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): We all have
ideals, and the reason we so rarely attain them is
because we tend to aim too high. This applies in
particular to Scorpios, who aim for nothing less
than perfection. You will be setting yourself a
new set of goals this weekend: Try to remember
that perfection is an illusion.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22- Dec. 21): If you
must take risks this weekend, take them in your
social life, not with money. Because you are
bored with what you're doing you could easily
get involved in something which,to say the least,
could be nasty if it goes wrong. It is better to be
bored than broke.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22- Jan. 19): Planetary
activity means that what you think today is likely
to be irrelevant tomorrow, so make sure your
thoughts are of no particular importance. Relax.
Give your mind the day off.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): Although
you enjoy what you are doing, you find it hard to
explain to others why you enjoy it and why you
are doing it. That problem will disappear tomorrow as Mercury, planet of communication and
the mind, enters your birth sign. Now at last you
can make yourself understood.
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): Use your
imagination today. You may think you use it all
the time, but aspects indicate some of the ideas
you come up with today will be out of this world.
They may not seem to practical, but they can be
made to work,so stop dithering and get thinking.

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS

31 Sobriquet
Red ink amount 35 Hollywood's
Flynn
5 Give as an
36 Parade feature
example
9 Make ashamed 37 Trendy
38 Choice at a
14 Intercasino
15 Alack's partner
42 Church denom.
16 Jousters
43 Kind of bag
weapon
la vista!"
17 Fraternity letter 44"
45 "The Lion King"
18 Light, happy
lion
tune
47 Three19 Flowery
Match"
perfume
48"... and soft the
20 Choice at a
-blows":
singles bar
Thomas Gray
23 Bloodshot
49K-0 connector
24 Actress
51 Barely lit
Thurman
52 Choice at a
25 Lost vitality
faculty
29 With 12-Down,
department
a hospital
61 Deux's follower
procedure

62 Popular food

chain,
informally
83 Just
84 Useful quality
85 Glib comment
es Abscond
67 Impudent
68 Word with
pigeon or open
69 Salinger
dedicatee

DOWN

1 Having no
get-up-and-go
2 Stick in the
fridge
(as
3 Inoriginally
positioned)
4 Coal-rich area
in Europe
s Telephoned
s Trojan War epic
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 7 Fine-grained
mineral
WEBB
ATLAS
JABS
8 First Family of
IA
EL
POOCH
OSLO
Ferrara
HEADFORTHEH I LOIS
9 Modern car
ORALS
MILES
NAB
feature
THUS
EEL
10 Robin's mentor
RUNFORTHEROSES 11 One opposed
TAE
EACINS
SOLOS
12 See 29-Across
MARX
CAME'S
OUTS
13 Roll call word
BURLY
I SR
CASES
21 Competitor of
ESKY
REACH FORTH
Pert
ATE
LIEN
22 Surpass in
FLU
OASU
AURAL
performance
STANDFORTHEF LA
25 Four-door,
RAIL
CREME
PARK
maybe
I ND
COOED
SHAD
26 Fragrance

ia

p

Corrections
To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
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Pu.l• by Miriam 13. Frankel
27 Thin

porridge
28 Tar
29 Magna --30 Shakespeare's
Hathaway
32 Some
Pennsylvania
Dutch
33- Python
34 Mystery writer's
award
36 Blessing
39 Some jackets
ao Unifying idea
41 Start for hazard

55 Sword part
speedily 56 Glenn's state
SO Having light fog 57 Thorny flower
se Prepares the
51 Remoteprinting press
controlled plane
59 Svelte
52 Span. coins
53 Heavenly bear 60 Public relations
overkill
54 Office chief

46 Axis foes
48 Moved

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3083 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money,career,
relationships, family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE. You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3038.
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Sode cci theArts
• At Spotlight

'Scream' gives class to slasher flic genre
By Greg Dowling
Maine Campus staff

innocently with the stranger asking coy questions from who she is and whether she has a
boyfriend to whether she likes scary movies.
The fear builds to a feverish pitch when Casey
realizes the caller can see her and that she is in
mortal danger.
The scene brings "Scream" off to a nailbiting start.The real story is ofSydney Prescott
("Party of Five's" Neve Campbell).Sydney is
recovering from the trauma of her mother's
brutal murder, which happened a year before.
She's been emotionally frozen since then. Her
boyfriend, Billy Loomis(Skeet Urich), wants
their relationship to move pastjust heavy petting,but Sydney is too emotionally wrecked to
handle that next step. When Sydney becomes
the target of the killer stalking the community,
she begins to believe it's the same person who
killed her mother,sending Sydney even deeper
into trauma. She starts to suspect everyone in

In 1978, a film was released that terrified
audiences across America like a shock wave.
It was a small independent film made on a
budgetof$300,000and had no major stars,but
it built an audience and became one ofthe most
highly regarded horror thrillers ofall time.The
film wasJohn Carpenter's"Halloween,"which
proved the slasher genre could be given class
and prestige. Wes Craven's "Scream" has
done the same for our era. It has resurrected a
tired formula and made it appear fresh and
exciting and,at the same time,it pays homage
to all the films, such as "Halloween," that
inspired it.
"Scream"opens with a da771ing sequence.
in which a teen-age girl named Casey(Drew
Barrymore) receives harassing phone calls
from astranger with acold,gravelly voice.The her life.
Wes Craven has crafted one of the most
scene is staged with tremendous skill.It begins

• Off the beaten path

harrowing, terrifying and suspenseful slasher thrillers of our
time with "Scream." He hasn't
had a major hit for years. "New
Nightmare," his last film, earned
him some of his best reviews, but
ticketsales didn'treflectthe praise.
"Scream" has earned twice the
amount offavorable reviews,and
with its immense box office success, audiences are discovering
the horror craftsman that Craven
is.
"Scream's"plotisn'tmuchdifferentfrom any other slasherfilm made,
butwhatisdifferentisthefilm's manic
energy and its acknowledgmentofthe
cliches it employs. The film has numerous references to other horror
movies,such as "Halloween,""Psycho,""Prom Night" and "A Night-

fl

mare on Elm Street"(another Wes Craven film).
Craven skillfully blends the scares with the humor,
especially attheend,vvhere he takestherisk ofusing
a wink of wit that could have easily unhinged the
film. But this doesn't happen.Craven stays flue to
his material and his characters and it pays off.
The script is smart and spooky.Just look at
the scene where an overzealous horror-movie
fan goes down the rules of surviving a scary
movie: "You can never have sex. You can
never drink or do drugs. Never ever say 'I'll be
right back,' because you won't be back."
Hearing this I couldn't help but nod in agreement.I've seen many horror tales in which the
characters make stupid mistakes. Neve Campbell's character puts it best after the killer asks
her on the phone whether she likes scary
movies and she says, "What's the point?
They're all the same. Some stupid killer is
See SCREAM on page 15

ARTIST OF THE WEEK

Western civilization: more than
black hats, white hats and whiskey
By Derek Rice
Maine Campus staff
This week's topic is the western.
Whether they are made in Arizona,Oklahoma or Italy, westerns are bound by the expectations oftheir genre. As with any genre-oriented
film, the truly great westerns work within the
constraints ofthe genre and do something more
creative with it.
The films on this list have many similarities
but at the same time develop their characters
and situations enough to stand above the generic oater. They are, in alphabetical order, as
usual:
"Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid"
(1969): Paul Newman and Robert Redford star
as the legendary duo who are pursued relentlessly by a sheriff's posse. Butch prides himself
on being able to use his brains to get out ofjams,
while Sundance is a feared gunfighter. Excellent and historically accurate script by William
Goldman ("The Princess Bride" and "Marathon Man").

"A Fistful ofDollars"(1964):Thisremake
ofAkira Kurosawa's"Yojimbo"wasthe firstof
the spaghetti westerns (westerns shot in Italy
that used Italians as Mexicans)and made Clint
Eastwood an international star. The man with
no name plays rival families in a small western
town against each other. The film also boosted
the career of director Sergio Leone.
"TheGood,the Bad,and the Ugly"(1967):
Third in the "Dollars" trilogy, set during the
Civil War. Three drifters(Eastwood, Lee Van
Cleef and Eli Wallach)search for hidden Confederate gold. Eventually it comes down to
Eastwood and Wallach,each of whom has half
the secret of the gold's whereabouts.
"High Noon"(1952):Gary Cooperstars as
retiring, just-married sheriff Will Kane, who
must defend himselffrom an attack by a vengeance-minded killer (Ian McDonald), who
Kane put in prison two years earlier. Deserted
by townspeople,Kane muststand alone.Excellent editing allows the film to operate in realSee WESTERN on page 16

From the home office at Beta Theta Pi

The Top Ten ThingsI Have Learned at UMaine
10) University Bookstore has a slight markup.
No Shirt, No
9) Even though the sign at SouthSide market says "No Shoes,
Service," it also means pants.
, that means
8) When there is a flaming box of "Free Stufr' on your doorstep
RAs.
you went a little too far in your Top Ten list about Bad
ng
7)Every thing balances out. For example,the number ofstudents is increasi
and the number of faculty is decreasing.
6) The Maine Campus is free...(You get what you pay for.)
what you
5) Last year's yearbook wasn't free...( Well, you don't.always get
pay for.)
garbage
4)I should not be so judgmental about Mr. Gnu. After all, One man's
strip.
comic
is another man's poorly written
with very
3) The Maine Steiners and Wilde Stein are two different groups
different agendas.
gly.
2) A college education is priceless and the university bills accordin
"YES."
"or
"YES
are
choices
your
1) When voting on a union expansion,
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Shop to
Sara McPherson explains some of her art displayed in the Coffee
Larry Alquist, a family friend.(Dave Gagne photo.)

Sara McPherson, a senior studio art
major, has recently had the opportunity
to exhibit her works at the Union Coffee
Shop, presented and assembled by the
Student Art League.
"From a very young age up until present
time, my style of work has always had a
focus on nature," McPherson said. "I encounter an incredible beauty in nature and
am always striving to interpret it through
my artwork. I believe that one can find
peace within themselves with both artwork and nature,and find it fascinating to

details and calligraphic lines.
McPherson's pieces fit the definition of"beautiful." With combinations
of brilliant calming colors, recurring
themes of nature and human relationships, and fluid, varied marks, one's
aesthetics are bound to be pleased.
The Student Art League will continue to present art exhibitions and openings throughout the semester,featuring
the works of senior art students.
Upcomingexhibitionsinthecoffeeshop:
Jamie Onninston, Feb. 9-23; Eva O'Reilly,
Feb.23-Mar.23;Catherine Atkinson Greenwood,Mar.23-April6;JeffJacques,April620; and Tim Morin, April 20-May 3.

connect the two."
Evident in the watercolor pieces are
McPherson's remarkable ability to push
the medium. She not only uses wide
brushes to create wet-on-wet wash sensual surfaces, but also works back into it
with smaller brushes to create important

Artist of the Week, a weeklyfeature
encompassing all art disciplines, will
work to improve arts awareness and
recognition on campus. Questions, suggestions, or comments? Call Helene at
827 - 7392.

By Helene Farrar
Maine Campus staff
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• Performance

Rising star Paul returns to Maine tonight
By Adam White
Maine Campus staff
Ellis Paul, a rising star in the world of
folk music and a Presque Isle native,
returns to the University of Maine tonight to perform at the Damn Yankee.
Paul, 30, returns to his old stomping
grounds in support of his latest album,"A
Carnival of Voices," which is on the folk
label Rounder Records, the same label
that re-released his earlier, self-produced
CD,"Stories." Rounder is one of the bigger record companies currently supporting and distributing folk music today.
Known for his sweet-sounding nasally rasp of a voice, which he describes as
"a cross between Bob Dylan and James
Taylor," and his songs that read as much
like short stories as musical compositions, Paul appears to be one of the bright
new voices on the contemporary folk
scene. The former Boston social worker
has performed on stages with folk luminaries as Richard Shindell, Richard Thompson and the Indigo Girls, among others, at clubs and coffeehouses and at

turn to the larger setting of the Damn
Yankee corresponds to the rising arc of
his career in a field not known for sending its brightest stars out into the glamorous world of beautiful women, cocaine
and MTV.
"I'm outraged at the lack of appreciation of folk music in the popular music
circles of this country," Jason Clark, a
senior communications major and selfproclaimed folk-rock enthusiast. "I'm
very excited that SEA is bringing someone like Ellis Paul to Orono."
Student Entertainment Activities president Aram Khavari said he was excited
about bringing Paul back to Orono, not
only as a climbing figure in folk music, but
as a native of Maine who has managed not
only to survive, but thrive on his talents.
"This is going to be a great show,"
Khavari said.
The show, which will be opened by
Ellis Paul, with special guest Jen Spingla, will perform at 8:30 tonight in the
folk musician Jen Spingla, will belocal
Damn Yankee.(Courtesy Photo.)
gin at 8:30 at the Damn Yankee. Tickets
festivals such as the Ben & Jerry's New- two-and-a-half years, since he graced the will be $3 with a Student ID and $5
stage (or lack thereof) of the Peabody without. The show is for all ages and beer
port Folk Festival.
Paul has not performed in Orono in Lounge in the Memorial Union. His re- will be served with ID.

• People

Seinfeld sweats marriage question; Marilyn Manson causes trouble
NEW YORK(AP)— Is marriage in Jerry
Seinfeld's future?The very subject is enough
to make him sweat.
"You know when I'll get married? I'll get
married when somebody like John Kennedy
Jr. gets married," Seinfeld joked in an interview airing Sunday on CBS'"60 Minutes."
Informed that Kennedy had tied the knot,
Seinfeld replied, "Really?" One question
later,the starofNBC's"Seinfeld" announced
with a nervous laugh, "Can we get some
powder on my face? I'm sweating."
The questions focused on the romance
between Seinfeld, 42, and girlfriend Shoshanna Lonstein,21.He said their relationship
succeeds because "I'm so immature, and
she's so mature that we meet in the middle."
Seinfeld cut off further questions when
asked about his sexual maturity.
"I am not going to talk about being sex-

ually immature on'60 Minutes,"'he quipped. with its album "AntiChrist Superstar."
VINALHAVEN, Maine (AP) — The
"It's not'60Swinging Minutes' you know."
LUBBOCK, Texas (AP) — A Marilyn "LOVE" image that Robert Indiana creatManson concert set off a confrontation be- ed in 1963 has survived in many sizes,from
tween praying churchgoers and the shock- postage stamp to 12-foot sculpture. Now the
rock group's teen-age fans, who favor black pop artist is leaving his remote island home
clothes, white-painted faces and heavy eyeliner.
Churches offended by the group's violent
and Satanic overtones brought 75 protesters
to the concert Tuesday night. They were
cursed by some fans, but sheriff's deputies
kept trouble to a minimum, said Assistant
Chief Deputy David Gutierrez.
"It's a sad situation that we've let this
come into our city," said the Rev. Dale
Webster, pastor of Temple Baptist
Church.
The rock group whose lead singer also calls
himself Marilyn Manson hit the charts last year

See PEOPLE on page 16
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stalking some big-breasted girl who can't act,
who keeps running upstairs when she should
be running out the front door. It's insulting."
Many of the characters in "Scream" make
similar mistakes, but for plausible reasons.
The killer anticipates the intelligence of his
victims and counters any measure they could
take against him.
The cast is excellent. Campbell makes a
promising debut as a leading lady. She's the
most convincing, sympathetic and just darn
likable heroine in years. She's well supported
by Urich(who could win aJohnny Depp lookalike contest) and Cox, who does a superior
and entertaining job in a limited role. Barrymore delivers a tour de force performance in

in Penobscot Bay to spread some LOVE
around New York.
The68-year-old artist will show hisLOVE
portfolio and,for the first time, read some of

the opening sequence. She may have only
about 15 or 20 minutes ofscreen time, but she
makes a damn powerful impression.
"Scream"is a draining scarefest It will leave
you breathlessfrom its suspense and tension.It's
an old-fashioned scary moviethattips its hattoall
the old horror cliches Craven helped invent
Craven is in top form here. He has reminded
us how frightening his icleAs can be,and how even
the most haggard, heaten-to-death formula can
Still eqiiare to edge-of-your-seat thrills if injected
with verve, style and wit. We get the thrilling
pleasure of seeing him redniscover his joy as a
filmmaker.

Chiaband
ar id* Billing's Brew

Brown Hornet
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117 Buck Street, Bangor (up from Bangor Civic Center)
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• Film

Australian Rush keeps humble despite award
LOS ANGELES(AP) — He has won
the Golden Globe, been applauded by
Hollywood's great names and courted by
Steven Spielberg, yet Australian actor
Geoffrey Rush manages to keep it all in
perspective.
Rush at 45 is no wide-eyed new star.
He has known his hits and misses in the
Australian theater, where he has appeared
in scores of classical and modern plays.
Still, he had aright to be dazzled when
he captured the Golden Globe as best
dramatic actor of 1996 for his role as
troubled Australian pianist David HeIfgott in "Shine." And he is likely to get a
nod for the more prestigious Oscar when
nominations are announced Feb. II.
"I was taken by the party atmosphere," he reflected. "Within the room
it didn't feel too tense. I was expecting an
undercurrent of intense, competitive en-

Western
tine,asthe grandfatherclock in the hotelshows.
Cooper won Best Actor Oscar.
"The Man Who Shot Liberty Valiance"
(1962): An idealistic eastern lawyer (James
Stewart)is robbed on his way westand wants to
help civilize the Wesi To do this, he enlists the
help of a tough-guy cowboy (John Wayne).
Most of the action occurs in Shinbone, where
Stewartis a dishwasher.Lee Marvin stars as the
notorious Vallance. Directed by Western master John Ford.

ergy. It felt like this town was having a
bit of a party that night. ...
"Getting my name called out and then
going up there — the response was quite
different from what I thought it was going to be. Something quite huge poured
up onto the stage, and I felt, 'My God,
this is the peer group of peer groups!'
"I'm really new to this. I've only
done films since 1994; the rest has been
theater," Rush said. "The nice thing was
the warmth of the response and the generosity I've sensed as an outsider. There's
a feeling in the industry I got at that
moment ... that people were saying,'We
like this sort of film, we like what it says,
we like how it was made, we like its
ethos.'"
Like all quality, independent films,
"Shine" had a long journey to completion. Rush first heard about the project in

1992 when the director, Scott Hicks, saw
him onstage in "Uncle Vanya."
"Scott was fearful that I might have
stumpy, bananalike fingers," said Rush.
"So the joke is that! had been cast from
the wrist down."
His long, slender fingers suited him
for the role of the concert pianist; he was
hired without a screen test. Financial and
casting problems stalled production until
1995. The final budget came to $6 mil-

• On TV

Fantasy series gains popularity

IDS ANGF1 FS(AP)— If imitation is the
sincerest form of flattery — and in television,
imitation can sometimes be dam near the whole
show — the heroic fantasy series "Hercules"
must be getting a swelled head.
In recent months, such fantasy advenshows have popped up faster in televiture
from page 14
sion syndication than "Friends" clones hit
Once Preacher trades in his clerical collar the networks.
Following the path of "Hercules: The
for guns and bullets in his safe deposit box,
the gang stands no chance.
Legendary Journeys" are new offerings
"Shane"(1953):Alan Ladd starsasaformer drawn from such staples of the old cliffgunfighter whocomes to the aid ofhomestead- hanger genre as "Robin Hood," "Tarzan,"
ers, the Starretts, and is idolized by their son, and "Sinbad," each circulating in the offJoey. Rangers, who use the land for grazing peak hours of the 50- or 60-channel T'V
their cattle,try to drive the homesteaders away, spectrum that syndication serves.
How much mythical traffic will the syshiring a mean gunfighter (Jack Palance) who
arrives aptly dressed in black. A showdown tem bear?
"Highlander," a heroic predecessor of
ensues, after which the stranger leaves town.
"The Shootist" (1976): John Wayne "Hercules," recently wrapped its 100th
plays legendary gunfighter J.B. Brook, who episode, and its global audience can order
learns he has cancer and wants to die in from a catalog of licensed goods that range
peace and avoid being shot while he does. from 10-buck T-shirts to lethal "HighlandHe has eight days to live in the film's er" swords that cost hundreds of dollars.
In audience pull and popularity, "Herbeginning, and he spends them peacefully
until the inevitable gunfight at the end. A cules," in its third season, and its companfitting final film for Wayne, who had can- ion spin-off, "Xena: Warrior Princess,"
already have shown their rippling muscles.
cer himself and died in 1979.
"True Grit"(1969): Wayne's Oscar-winning role as Rooster Cogburn,a one-eyed,overthe-hill marshal who helps a 14-year-old(Kim
Darby) track down her father's killer. Glen his LOVE poems at the Artexpo at the Jacob
Campbell, Robert Duvall and Dennis Hopper K. Javits Convention Center on Thursday
also star. The last half-hour of the film is the through Monday.
"I think the idea behind my inclusion was
most entertaining.
"Unforgiven" (1992): The Best Pic- maybe to upgrade the image of the art fair,"
ture Academy Award winner stars East- Indiana said. "It is not one of the premiere
wood as reformed killer William Mummy, situations, but I have gone along with this
who comes out of retirement to claim a because my LOVE portfolio and my LOVE
bounty to help his family get by. Gene poems are going to be premiered. These poHackman won an Oscar for his portrayal of ems haven'tseen the lightofday for40 years."
"The Book of Love: Art and Poetry" is
Little Bill Daggett, the sheriff who tries to
published by American Image Books,
being
bounthe
where
maintain order in his town,
is also putting out a portfolio of Indiwhich
who
ty is being offered for two cowboys
prints.
silk-screen
ana's
cut up a prostitute. Also stars Morgan FreeWhen Bill Gates' heart
—
(AP)
PARIS
man and Richard Harris. Eastwood won a
just for modems and
not
it's
goes giddyup,
Best Director Oscar.
Catch the 12:15 stagecoach and check microchips.
The Microsoft billionaire was waxing
some of these movies out if you find yourself looking for something to beat the bore- poetic Thursday as he showed off his 500dom this weekend, or if you find yourself year-old, $30.8 million manuscript of Lewith a fistful of dollars. They're definitely onardo da Vinci's musings on how tides
worth the $3, but don't take up your six- affect the Earth.
"Nothing will ever replace a work of art,
shooter and start killing if you aren't happy.
just as nothing can replace a face-to-face

People

Clint Eastwood,the consummate western actor-director.(Courtesy Photo.)
"Pale Rider"(1985): Eastwood directs
and stars as Preacher, a stranger who rides
into a mining town ruled by a ruthless gang
and agrees to help miners keep their land.
You may get a chill when Eastwood arrives
as a 14-year-old girl reads from the Bible.
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lion, a large sum for an Australian film.
Rush used the delay to study tapes
Hicks had made with David Helfgott,
who spoke in an outburst of manic,repetitive sentences.
"It was like learning a dialect or another language," the actor remarked. "I tried
to absorb what I could of David's particular
rhythms, then make it my own." He met
Helfgott, but decided not to study him lest
the portrayal become an imitation.

The shows,both rated TV-PG,are vying
with "Star Trek: Deep Space Nine" for
pride of place in syndication popularity.
Rob Tapert, the executive producer of
both series, describes his creations as "a
guilty pleasure for professors, relevant for
kids" and populated with scantily clad females "for the guys who can't find the keys
to the pickup."
"We knew we could make a better show
than `Baywatch,'"Tapert said.
The popularity of Herc & Xena isn't
related to nostalgia for corny 1950s gladiator movies or the "Conan The Barbarian"
mold. They just don't look, or sound,like a
bunch ofstuff that happened on television in
an earlier life.
The Hercules character played by Kevin
Sorbo talks like a surfer guy and makes his
heroic warrior move with the ease of quarterback Joe Montana.
Lucy Lawless, who plays Xena,is a kind
ofshe-hunky leather queen who sails through
the air like Bruce Lee and could be a dream
date— as long as you surrender the car keys.
"We wanted action, we wanted monsters and, for those who catch on, they'll
find it funny," Tapert said.
from page 15
meeting or a trip to an unknown place,"
Gates told the newspaper Le Monde.
Studying reproductions with high-tech
methods makes the original more appealing,
he said, displaying a CD-ROM on the 16thcentury work.
Da Vinci is best known for the "Mona
Lisa," but his manuscript,the Leicester Codex,
contains his thoughts and experiments on the
movement of water and the physics of bridges.
It was written between 1506 and 1510
and was owned for centuries by the descendants of the Earl of Leicester. It will
be on display at Paris' Luxembourg Museum until March 16.
NEW YORK(AP)— Even though she
knows what it's like to be married to a
King, Priscilla Presley says she never tried
to meddle in her daughter's marriage to the
King of Pop.
"I'm not going to ruin my relationship
with my daughter over who she married,"
Presley said in the Feb. 9 issue of Parade
magazine. "She's 29 years old, a woman
with two children. I'm there for my daughter
and always will be there, but now it's up to
her."
She was asked if she believed that Lisa
Marie Presley, who divorced her first husband, was behaving responsibly when she
wed Michael Jackson in 1994.
"I don't think she thought she was irresponsible," Presley said. "Then she took
responsibility and got out of it."
Lisa Marie Presley divorced Jackson in January 1996,citing ineconcilab* le differences.
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• NCAA

• Men's basketball

Maine upsets Conference USA's Marquette
Maine to
hear within
10 days
Appeals committee
confirms timeline
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By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff
A decision regarding Maine's appeal
will be announced within the next 10
days at the request of the university,
according to a source at the NCAA who
asked not to be identified .
UMaine Athletics Director Sue Tyler
said the university had asked the NCAA
to consider ruling before the football
signing period, but that has already
passed.
"We also hoped they would consider
the Hockey East playoffs," Tyler said.
However,Tyler said she wasn't aware
of an official request made to the NCAA.
"It baffles me," she said. "I have no
idea. I never heard any of that. They're
(NCAA) not supposed to say any numbers anyway."
UMaine Public Affairs Director John
Diamond acknowledged that the university has made no request to the NCAA
surrounding the timetable of the outcome of the appeal.
David Swank, chairman on the Committee on Infractions for the NCAA,said
he didn't know when a response would
be issued, but indicated it would be soon.
"I have a hunch it will be soon, but
See APPEALS on page 19

• Football

MILWAUKEE (AP) — The slumping
Marquette Golden Eagles have the makings
of a rift between coach Mike Deane and
junior point guard Aaron Hutchins.
Hutchins admitted after an embarrassing
68-59 loss at the Bradley Center to lowly
Maine on Wednesday night that he'd been
looking past the Black Bears to Saturday's
trip to play 12th-ranked Cincinnati.
"I think me, personally, we were looking past Maine because they came in on our
home court and their record reflected they
weren't that good," Hutchins said. "To be
honest with you, I didn't think they'd come
in and play us that hard and be that aggressive."
Hutchins also said Deane's technical for
arguing with the officials in the closing
minutes sent the Eagles' spirited comeback
to a screeching halt.
Deane was stumped by Hutchins' admission that he and probably some of his
teammates overlooked the Black Bears (815).
"I can't react to that because he didn't
tell me that. I'm certainly not happy to hear
Ramone Jones was big for Maine in that," Deane said.
But, Deane added: "He's a veteran. If
Wednesday's 68-59 win over Marquethe way he felt, maybe that accounts
that's
g
getttin
tte, scoring 17 points and
for
his
performance today."
seven steals. (Joel Page Photo.)

• Women's hoops

to keep
winning
By Josh Nason
Maine Campus Staff

After a breakthrough 1996 season in
which the University of Maine football
team went 7-4 , 11 recruits have committed to play for Jack Cosgrove next
season.
According to UMaine Sports Information Director Matt Bourque, Maine
has received a letter of intent from Chad
Hayes, a 6-foot-6, 230-pound tight end
from Old Town High School.
Ten other student-athletes have committed to Maine, and Maine is waiting
to receive their letters in the mail,
Bourque said.
Lennard Byrd, Justin Davis, Christopher Fellows and Malik Nichols of
New York; Terrence Harris, Antoine
See RECRUITS on page 19

See WOMEN'S HOOPS on page 19

By Scott Martin
Maine Campus Staff

See MARQUETTE on page 18

• Men's basketball

Bears look Win could bring recruits

Two weeks ago,this Sunday's Maine vs.
New Hampshire contest looked to be nothing but a formality that the Black Bear
powerhouse would have to endure. Now,
this game has serious playoff implications,
and could be a preview of the America East
conference finals.
The Black Bears are 12-1 in the conference, with a two-game lead on UNH,which
is second, at 10-3. Both squads have almost
identical overall records at 14-7 and 13-8,
respectively.
Their meeting earlier this year was the
highest-scoring conference game ever, with
Maine winning 101-90. Ninety points is the
highest score Maine has allowed this year.
Defensive leader Stacey Porrini hopes the
defensive effort will be better this time
around.
"Every game is a big game for us right
now. We're just going to go out there focused and ready,and(with the attitude)that
every team is out to get after us," Porrini
said."We just have to go out there with the
same attitude every game."
Maine is standing atop America East in
defense, allowing only 58.7 points a game,
and 33.7 percent shooting from the floor,out
rebounding opponents by 12 rebounds a
game — all tops in the conference.
In some circles,the game is being billed as

Maine
lands 11
recruits

And it was woeful.
Hutchins wasjust5-of-21 from the field,
including 2-of-l4 from 3-point range.
The Black Bears, who snapped a fourgame skid, were so hot from long-range —
they hit 10-of-17 3-pointers — that they
didn't have to worry about Marquette's
muscle and height advantage inside.
John Gordon scored 25 points, 15 of
them on 3-pointers, as the Black Bears gave
first-year head coach John Giannini his biggest victory yet.
Ramone Jones added 17 points as the
Black Bears shocked the Eagles(14-5), who
slipped out of the Top 25 this week following a one-point loss to Tulane, also at the
Bradley Center.
Overall, Maine outshot Marquette 40
percent to 30 percent. The Eagles missed 23
of 29 shots from 3-point range.
Giannini didn't hide his surprise.
"I thought it would be a real stretch for
us to win this game simply because they're
the best defensive team in America," he
said.
Marquette entered the game as the
national leader in field goal percentage
defense (32.7 percent) and scoring de-

Maine catches the eyes ofits future
By Scott Martin
Maine Campus Staff
John Giannini was quick to realize the
importance of what had just happened.
After Maine beat Marquette University Wednesday night, Giannini and his
coaching staff hit the phones, not necessarily to brag to friends, but to boast to the
future.
The future is, of course, high school
recruits. Giannini used possibly one of the
biggest wins in Maine's history as a recruiting tool. Marquette was ranked in the

Associated Press top 25 just a week ago.
"This is very big because it creates
excitement for the future," Giannini said.
"When you knock off a nationally ranked
team, (future) players know you have
strong players and you have potential for
strong success."
Giannini knows the win was definitely
a chance to showcase the team and its
players. John Gordon scored 25 points
and dished out seven assists against Marquette, which makes playing for Maine a
See MEN'S HOOPS on page 18

Student -Athlete ofthe Week

John Gordon, a sophomore guard for the
University of Maine men's basketball team,
has been named Maine's Student-Athlete of
the Week.
Gordon had a great week on the court,
leading Maine to an upset win over national
power Marquette University. He scored 25
points and had seven assistsin the Black Bears'
68-59 win.
Sunday, Gordon will be honored with a
bronze medallion at the Scholar -Athlete Recognition. He is also a member ofthestudentAthlete Advisory Board.

John Gordon
SOPHOMORE
LL
MEN'S BASKETBA
•
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Marquette

from page 17

17 points and 10 rebounds, said the Eagles
fense (51.8 points).
Maine,ofthe America East Conference, were doomed from the start because "we
was clinging to a 53-50 lead with four min- didn't come out intense and we didn't have
utes remaining when Deane drew a techni- it on defense. We had a lapse in concentration and our play."
cal during a timeout.
The Eagles, who are tied with Cincinnati
Gordon hit both penalty shots, sparking
a 9-1 run that gave the Black Bears a 62-51 atop the Conference USA's blue division,
lead with 2:40 remaining. The Golden Ea- had not lost to Maine in three previous
gles never got closer than seven the rest of meetings, the last on Jan. 12, 1982.
Hutchins said he didn't think the loss to
the way.
"When I heard we had a technical, I Maine, which was rated 211th in the latest
knew they were big shots to make. I had a Ratings Percentage Index, 135 spots lower
change to stretch it to five and that's two than Marquette, would spoil the season.
"We know how good we are, we know
possessions," Gordon said."Atthat time of
how good we can be. We can't let this loss
the game, every possession is huge."
Hutchins said the technical deflated the keep us down the rest ofthe season.The rest
of our games are going to be harder than
Eagles.
"I think that took a little out of us going this," Hutchins said.
"I think if we beat Cincinnati, people
down the stretch," Hutchins said."We were
scratching and clawing our way back in.The will forget about this loss."
Butthe NCAA selection committee won't
'T' came and it got them the ball back and
look kindly on the Eagles' loss at home to
two points, so that hurt."
Chris Crawford,who led Marquette with Maine or one earlier in the year to Princeton.
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Men's hoops
good thought for recruits.
"With the guards, we talked about John
Gordon's great performance," Giannini
said. "We talked about how strong the
backcourt could be with him anchoring
it.
At 8-15, the Black Bears didn't look too
enticing to possible recruits. But when you
look at Maine's playing with just nine scholarship players,Giannini can see the potential.
"We tell them that we're doing this
with nine scholarship players and that we
are going to be bigger and better next
year," Giannini said.
Maine has had opportunities all season
to impress recruits, and so far is 2-3 in big
situations. Maine played on national TV
If
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and lost to Alaska Anchorage. Then, of
course, came the upset wins at St. Louis
and Marquette, both on the road, both
against Conference USA opponents.
"I never think of how big a win is for
me personally,"Giannini said."ButI think
it is very big, both this and the St. Louis
win.To knock off nationally ranked teams
shows you have the potential for strong
success."
Giannini hopes the win over Marquette will make an impact on recruits, and he
said it already has.
"They are very excited," Giannini said.
"The message to our recruits here is clear.
It helps generate excitement when you
play this tough a schedule."

• NFL

Belichick busy, Parcells on hold
NEW YORK(AP)— While Bill Parcells is in limbo, Bill Belichick is busy.
He didn't need any consultation Thursday to fill most of his — or will it be
Parcells' — coaching staff with the New
York Jets.
Parcells can't serve as a consultant to
the team until NFL commissioner Paul
Tagliabue rules on Parcells' agreement
with the Jets.
Tagliabue said in Indianapolis on
Thursday that he will meet in New York
next week with Parcells, his lawyers and
representatives of both the Jets and New
England Patriots.
Last week, Tagliabue barred Parcells
from coaching or any comparable position for anyone but the Patriots, whom he
led to the Super Bowl last month. Parcells resigned as New England's coach
last Friday, then agreed to become a consultant with the Jets on Tuesday.
The Patriots, who have sought the top
overall pick in the April draft as compensation for allowing Parcells to coach the Jets
immediately, appealed to Tagliabue to bar
Parcells from consulting with the Jets.
Tagliabue also might attempt to broker a settlement between the teams that
would free Parcells to coach New York
and award compensation to New England.
"I am not waiting around for Bill,"
Belichick said."When I took it, I had the
understanding it was full speed ahead
and I am making the decisions to put the
organization in the best situation to win
in 1997.
"I am in charge of the Jets' operations to try to strengthen the football
team. Right now, the ruling is what it is,
and we're all going forward."
While Parcells' status is in flux, Belichick has been on Long Island,in Boston
and headed to Indianapolis for the combine. In the midst of his hectic schedule,
the Jets' interim coach — Parcells will
take over on Feb. 1, 1998, when he is
completely free from with the Patriots —
hired six assistant coaches, kept three
and brought in a pro personnel director.
Retained from the Jets staff were of-

fensive coordinator Ron Erhardt, tight
ends coach Pat Hodgson and offensive
line coach Bill Muir. Belichick said their
exact assignments would be announced
next week, although it seems certain Erhardt will continue to run the offense.
Erhardt did so with the Giants when Parcells led them to two Super Bowl titles
and Belichick coached the defense.
Added to the staff from New England
were assistant coaches Al Groh, Mike
Sweatman, Charlie Weis, Maurice Carthon and Romeo Crennel. Eric Mangini
was hired away from the Baltimore
Ravens, who from 1991-95 as the Cleveland Browns were coached by Belichick.
The exact roles of those assistant
coaches also will be announced next
week.
"I think this is a good blend of people, and that the relationships that come
in the coaching staff go a little bit beyond
the normal ones I have seen," Belichick
said. "An example is the relationship
between Al Groh and I. As this story has
unfolded, the relationship between Bill
Parcells and myself will change and fluctuate and that will probably be true of the
relationship between myself and Al."
Last year, Belichick joined the Patriots as assistant head coach-defense, while
Groh remained as defensive coordinator.
Belichick said things ran smoothly with
two coaches in charge of the defense
because of how well he and Groh get
along.
"It shows how people are able to take
on different roles and show flexibility.
There is a lot of flexibility and compatibility among coaches in this program."
Scott Pioli was hired as pro personnel
director. He held a similar position with
the Ravens.
Belichick said director of player personnel Dick Haley would continue to
work on the draft.
"I spent an extensive amount of time
with him and was very impressed with
where he is on preparation for the draft,"
Belichick said. "He and his staff will
continue to do that."
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Recruits

Jack Cosgrove. (File Photo.)
Colbert and David Ellis of New Jersey;
Tony Longo and Ben Christopher of
Massachusetts and Russ Massahos of
New Hampshire have also committed
to Maine according to the Bangor Daily
News.
Cosgrove recruited under extreme
circumstances this year, with only 50
full scholarships available for next year
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because of NCAA sanctions. Only six "Cindy-Sheila 2," referring to the intense batof those scholarships were available to tle that Maine guard Cindy Blodgett and UNH
football recruits this year. Cosgrove guard Sheila Danker have had for the scoring
said he and his staff had to come up lead all year. Blodgettcurrently leads America
with some creative ideas while recruit- East at 24.8 ppg, with Danker second at 24.
Both have been ranked in the top five of
ing.
numbers
the
play
I scoring in the last few weeks,
to
Division
had
really
"We
wantreally
we
with
outscoring Danker 33-22.
Blodgett
because
year
game this
year's
buildup
and the game's being
this
the
in
kids
Despite
22
ed to have 20 to
"We
Blodgett isn't treating
said.
nationally,
broadcast
Cosgrove
freshman class,"
got
and
differently.
any
the game
broke up all the scholarships
"I think we're going to approach it like
very creative. We had to use alternate
resources; with academic scholarships any other game.It'sjust another game we've
we had kids applying for financial aid." got to getready to play,"Blodgett said."HopeCosgrove said he hopes to bring in fully, we execute well and do the things we
nine to 10 more recruits before spring want to do, and come up with a win."
sessions start.
Black Bear Notes: Coming off her
Next season should look a lot brighter record-breaking accomplishment last week,
for the Black Bears, who will have 12 schol- the next milestone for Blodgett is a chance
arships from graduating seniors and five to become the all-time America East scoring
that the NCAA took away from the Black leader. She is currently behind Maine alumBears because of NCAA violations. Cos- nus Rachel Bouchard, who netted 2,405
grove said the athletes recruited on partial
scholarships this year will have the opportunity to get full scholarships next year.

Score's high in All-Star past
quality issue.
Scoring is down considerably; attendance is off almost 2 percent; the bad
teams are really, really bad; and the Chicago Bulls seem to be so above and beyond everyone else that a record-breaking 73 victories isn't out of the question.
This weekend, as the league's power
structure and the greatest players in its
history gather for the All-Star game,there
will be a slight identity crisis behind the
scenes.
The NBA competition committee will
meet Friday to try to figure out why the
quality of the game is slipping and what
can be done to correct the problem.
"We'll talk about the state of the
game, and within that context I'm sure
the lower scoring will be addressed. I'm
sure it will be a lively discussion," said
Rod Thorn, the NBA's vice president of
operations.
Sunday's game tips off at 6:38 p.m.,
and most of the usual All-Stars will be
back.
Michael Jordan, Penny Hardaway,
Alonzo Mourning, Grant Hill and Scottie
Pippen will start for the East. Karl Malone, Shawn Kemp, Hakeem Olajuwon,
Gary Payton and John Stockton will start
for the West.
Shaquille O'Neal, Charles Barkley,
Clyde Drexler and Patrick Ewing will sit
out because of injuries.
It should be a run-and-gun game. The
locals should get a big kick out of that,
since it'll be the only one of its kind this
season at Gund Arena,home to the Cleveland Cavaliers and the coach, Mike Fratello, who has become the trendsetter for
the philosophy of keeping the score in the
mid-80s or lower.
Teams are tallying just 95.6 points per
game — a 14-point drop from 10 years
ago. Shooting percentages have dropped
to 45 percent, players have stopped driving to the basket and defenses don't allow many fast breaks.
In November, it was almost routine to
have a game each night in which one of
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points from 1987-91.
With 2,011, Blodgett is eighth all time.
With five games remaining in the regular
season, she is 394 points behind Bouchard.
Blodgett has a chance to get to third, held by
another Maine star, Liz Coffin, at 2,153.
However, postseason games also count.
If Maine makes it back to the NCAA tournament, Blodgett could stand at second or
higher come the beginning of next season,
depending on how far Maine advances.
Despite Maine's conference win streak
being over, Maine still has won 20 conference games in a row at home, 26 including
tournament play. Porrini is third in the conference in double-doubles, with seven, behind league leader Kate Gordon of Hofstra.
The latest national rankings have Blodgett
second in the nation in scoring, and 21st in
free-throw percentage, with Jamie Cassidy
20th. Maine is fifth in the NCAA in field goal
percentage and fourth in field goal defense.

Appeals

• NBA

CLEVELAND (AP) — Ah, the AllStar game. Nothing like a good 140-138
shootout to make us all forget, at least
temporarily, about the NBA's nagging

Women's hoops

the teams finished with a point total in
the high 60s or low 70s.
The scoring pace picked up in December and January, but the leaguewide average remains well short of levels seen
just four or five seasons ago.
The dropoff has been constant as more
teams have adopted the approach of the
Cavs — milking the 24-second clock,
playing a modified zone defense, trying
to keep the games close in an effort to win
with inferior talent.
"The league has lost a lot of offensive-minded coaches in recent years —
Paul Westphal, Doug Moe, Don Nelson,
Paul Westhead," said Steve Kerr of the
Chicago Bulls."A lot of them were innovators that played uptempo games that
people copied.
"Back then there was a definite contrast between teams. Some nights you'd
play 130-120 games, and then the next
night you'd go against a defense-oriented team and have a low-scoring game.
Now the influence is coming from Pat
Riley and Mike Fratello, and there's a lot
less variety now."
One NBA scout said that all the clubs
except the Bulls and Seattle run basically
the same offense.
"They use the high pick-and roll, they
dump the ball into the center, wait for the
double-team and try to find an open 3point shooter or they hold the ball outside
until their designated shooter can come
around enough picks to get an open jump
shot," he said. "With everyone doing
the same thing, everyone has figured out
how to keep the game under control.
Hence, scoring is down."
Many coaches, players and general
managers think the easiest solution would
be to move the 3-point line back from 22
feet to its original distance of 23 feet, 9
inches.
"The 3-point line was beautiful the
way it was, but now you've got everybody shooting them and it just doesn't
seem special anymore," Phoenix Suns
coach Danny Ainge said.
"It was dumb to move it the first time,
but (moving it back) would mean the
league admitting that they made a misSee ALLSTARS on page 20

that's because it has been so long,"
Swank said.
In what appears to be the final days
of the waiting period for the university,
Tyler said she's glad the NCAA took the
time to weigh all the issues in the case.
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However, she said it has taken longer
than what the university had hoped.
"Originally I had hoped (the NCAA)
wouldn't get back to us in December because it would've been too quick," Tyler
said."Now I'm getting a little concerned."
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With
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technologies that define the future of tomorrow's world. You'll maximize
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Raytheon Electronic Systems will be visiting campus soon. To find out more
about the complex challenges we have to offer, please contact the Career
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For
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take," Ainge added, explaining why he
doesn't expect to see such a change being
made.
Other possible remedies the competition committee will consider include
shortening the 24-second clock, calling
more fouls,changing illegal defense rules,
forbidding double-teams in the post when
a player is not dribbling and expanding
the zone around the basket where charging fouls cannot be called.
No changes are expected to be implemented until next season.
Thorn says the problem boils down to
a dropoff in shots.
"If your objective is to try to create

more points, I don't think the 3-point line seven. Now, the players are spread thin- ing to play good players as All-Star playmeans anything one way or another.I've ner because six new franchises have been ers, All-Star players as superstars, role
players as 30-minute players.
been given 25 reasons why scoring is added to the league since 1988.
Seattle coach George Karl describes
"If you want to change it, you'd have
down, and the bottom line is, unless we
to sell nine teams, put their players in
shoot the ball more, scores aren't going it as a "thinness."
"My big theory is so many teams in free agency and give them to the other
back up.
"The only thing you can do is force this league are trying to play players above teams. If you get more talented players,
teams to shoot the ball more and make what they are," Karl said. "They're try- the teams will be more high-scoring."
coaches know it's in their best interest to
shoot it more."
UMaine Sports:
Although the NBA hates to acknowlthe victory, the defeat, the pride.
edge it, some of the drop in scoring can
Read it in Sports.
be attributed to expansion and the dilution of talent it has brought about.
Twenty years ago, teams had 10 good
The Maine Campus
Ufrtalne's thrice-weekly newspaper
players. Ten years ago,teams had at least

The Maine Campus Classifieds
Stop by the 4th floor Chadbourne Hall
for your classified ad.

help wanted
Premiere brother-sister camps
in Massachusetts counselor
positions for talented and energetic students as Program Specialists in all team sports, especially
Baseball, Basketball, Roller Hockey,
Gymnastics, Field Hockey, Soccer,
Volleyball; 30 Tennis openings;
also Golf, Archery, Riflery, Pioneering/Overnight Camping, Ropes
and Rock Climbing, weight/Fitness
and cycling; other openings
include Performing Arts, Fine Arts,
Figure Skating, Newspaper, Photography, Yearbook, Radio Station, and Rocketry; all waterfront/
pool activities (swimming, skiing,
sailing, windsurfing, canoeing/
kayaking). Top salaries, room,
board, and travel. June 22ndAugust 20th. Inquire: MAH-KEENAC (boys): 1-800-753-9118
DANBEE (girls): 1-800-392-3752
Tutoring/assisting with BUA 350,
335, and CHF 351. $5.00/hour. Call
Bill Picard at 1-7170
Summer Jobs for the Environment.
Earn $25004000. Summer campaign
for clean air and water. Protect
endangered species. Offices in 33
states. Call the Campaign to Save The
Environment. 1-800-75-EARTH.

FUNDRAISER- Motivated groups
needed to earn $500+ promoting
AT&T, Discover, gas, and retail cards.
Since 1969, we've helped thousands
of groups raise the money they
need. Call Gina at 800-592-2121
ext.110. Free CD to qualified callers.
Alaska Employment- Earn to
$3000-$6000+/mo in fisheries,
parks, resorts. Airfare! Food/
Lodging! Get all the options.
Call 919-918-7767 ext. A177
Money for College The Army
National Guard can help 75%
tuition assistance program call SFC
Cummings 942-8724

Looking for an advisor who will
help me through school major
SBS GPA 3.06 I need direction.
John 1-7538.
COFFEE EXPRESS Drive-thru in
Bangor seek part-time help for
variety of shifts. Apply in person
Main Street and State Street
locations 10a.m. - 5p.m. M-F.
JOBS AVAILABLE: I have a
variety of people assisting me
with daily activities like eating
etc., because different people
feel more comfortable doing
different things. So, I have five
different jobs that you can pick
from. There are only five openings next semester so if you are
interested call right away. For
more information about me
and my disability, look at my
homepage at http://
maine.maine.edu/—wpicar41/
index.html or call Bill Picard at
1-7170 and leave a message.
Summer Jobs with Upward
Bound Work with high school
students on the UMaine campus.
We need Language Arts, Foreign
Language, Mathematics, Science
Teachers and TA's, Integrated
Curriculum Specialist, Residential
Tutor Counselors (TC's), Resident
Director, Work Experience Coordinators (2 positions) Volunteer
Experience Coordinator, Workshop
Coordinator, Nurse/Health Educator, Weekend Camping Trips
Coordinators. Summer work-study
especially helpful. Excellent professional experience. Room and
board available for some positions.
Details/application: Upward
Bound; 226 Chadbourne Hall;
UMaine; 581-2522.
Boothbay Harbor, ME, Waterfront Inn
hiring for Summer. Exper dinner staff
only. No exper needed for breakfast,
house, kitchen. Write Lawnmeer,
1400 Beach Rd, Englewood FL 34223
(941)475-7725

3 days •3 li

Anxious? Unintended pregnancy? We'll
help. Free Pregnancy Test 942-1611
Money for College
We can help you obtain funding.

apartments
Orono available immd heated 2
br apts walking distance to
UMO tel 866-2816
Orono seeking 1 neat resp m/f to
share awesome pad 4 bdrm 3 bath
cable ldry walk to UMO 250 incl all
866-0611
2BR heated apt in-town Orono
open for immediate rent 495 per
month call 866-5571 ask for Loni
Orono apts for Fall 97, Eff, 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, house. Walking distance to
campus 866-2516/941-9113
X-LARGE BEDROOM WITH XLARGE CLOSETS in a 3 BR APT.
New paint, new carpet, close to
UM. $250.-mo. ALL 827-6212
Old Town- 2bdr clean + sunny
$460.00 heat inc security deposit
862-3531
SPECIAL private bedroom in
MODERN,clean +quiet Townhouse
Apt. Close to CAMPUS, Laundry
Facilities, MORE $175. mo. Everything incl. 827-6212.
2 private rooms (large bedroom
and studyroom) in private
home. Share kitchen, bathroom, laundry. 316 Center St.
Old Town. $250.- mo. All
Call 827-6212....
incl
10 min dr. to U M. Small room
avail. All util. paid inc. cable
$150/mo. 827-6744 or Landlord
339-2043

Thousands of awards available to all
students. Immediate qualification 1800-651-3393
TAXED??? Seasoned tax professionals
will promptly complete your 1996
1040 or 1040A Fed+State income tax
returns for 50% off the fee you paid a
professional tax preparer last year.
Minimize your taxes, reduce your fees,
eliminate your tax headaches. Satisfac
tion guaranteed. Min. charge of $25.
SOUCY & ASSOCIATES -(207)8483968

personals
Congratulations on rush to everyone -The Sisters of AAA
5, I'll have the wine chilled. The
electric candles are lit and I'm
burning. Yours, S
Vote Nelson/Morelli Vote
Nelson/Morelli Vote Nelson/
Morelli Vote Nelson/Morelli
Vote Nelson/Morelli!
Do a little dance, make a little
luv, get down tonight! But
before you get down, Vote
Nelson/Morelli!

for sale
1985 Plymouth Reliant wagon
118K Runs great. No problems.
900 OBO Contact Katie at 5813849

miscellaneous lost & found
visitors,

Foreign StudentsGreencard Program Available. 1800-773-8704 cost $29. Applications close 2-24-97.
Janice, I have something to tell you.
Let's talk . Meet me at 7pm Thurs
in the Sutton Lounge. Love, Steve
BARTEND with University
Bartending. 50% student discount,
on campus classes starting soon!
Call 1-800-U-CAN-MIX for info.

Lost: Friday, Jan. 17th. One
earring with two pearls. Around
East Annex, Neville, or parking lot
across from MCA. Reward. Call
1-3931. Leave message.
Long silver teardrop earring.
Contact Willa 827-8541 if found.
LOST: Monday Jan 27th; Iron Man
watch; either at Union or Genest
Hall. Call 866-2516
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